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INTERNATIONAL
agriculture • food • environment
Agropolis International
brings together institutions
of research and higher
education in Montpellier
and Languedoc-Roussillon
in partnership with local
communities, companies
and regional enterprises,
and in close cooperation
with international
institutions. This scientific
community has one main
objective—the economic
and social development
of Mediterranean and
tropical regions.

Agropolis is an international campus devoted to agricultural and
environmental sciences. There is significant potential for scientific and
technological expertise: more than 2 200 scientists in more than 110
research units in Montpellier and Languedoc-Roussillon, including 300
scientists in 60 countries.
Agropolis International is structured according to a broad range of
research themes corresponding to the overall scientific, technological
and economic issues of development:
• Agronomy and Mediterranean
and tropical agricultural production sectors
• Biotechnology and food technology
• Biodiversity, natural resources and ecosystems
• Water, environment and sustainable development
• Rural development and societies
• Food and health
• Food quality and safety
Agropolis International promotes the capitalisation and enhancement
of knowledge, personnel training and technology transfer. It is a hub
for visitors and international exchanges, while promoting initiatives
based on multilateral and collective expertise and contributing to
the scientific and technological knowledge needed for preparing
development policies.

Research experience
on aquatic ecosystems
and resources
in Montpellier and LanguedocRoussillon Region
Within the biosphere, aquatic environments
and living resources supply about two thirds
of the goods and services that the biosphere
provides human beings. A number of these
environments are already disturbed and their
resources over-used. This is related notably
to climate change and to the different uses of
soil. Aquatic ecosystems also often host high
human populations, with activities that have a
strong ecological impact, sometimes leading to
irreversible disturbances. This anthropogenic
stress on aquatic environments is particularly
marked in the Mediterranean area.
These ecosystems can thus be affected by
many different acute or chronic attacks, such
as proliferation of toxic algae, eutrophication,
anoxia, biological or chemical contaminations,
etc. Living resources within these ecosystems
are also affected by over-use of fish and
invertebrate supplies. Indeed, technological
improvements inevitably lead to overfishing.
Regulatory systems are powerless to reverse
or even curb this change.
The demand for aquatic products for all kinds of
uses is increasing and human disturbances which
affect the aquatic ecosystems are increasingly
frequent. More exhaustive knowledge is thus
required to understand the mechanisms
involved, notably in the economic field,
and to integrate this knowledge
within a more consistent system.
This aim requires a range of skills that are
implemented to an increasing extent in regional
networks, thus boosting the efficiency on
national and international scales, particularly
in partnerships with countries of the South.
Languedoc-Roussillon Region, particularly
Montpellier, have recognized long-standing
experience in this respect, while hosting many
institutions and research units that can be
mobilized to focus on aquatic ecosystems and
their development: 23 laboratories involving five
universities, the CNRS, four specialised institutes
and two mixed bodies. This research capacity,
the third in France in this field, is supplemented
by education and training modules delivering
13 types of diplomas, ranging from the
professional license to the doctorate.
All these research units are member of the
scientific community of Agropolis International
and are thus striving to streamline the Region’s
research and training tools as part of the
building of the European research space to
support development in countries of the South.
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The fish population of the external coral reef
is analysed accurately on 15 Polynesian islands which allows
to select 9 population indicators such as biodiversity, biomass, feed, diet, size...
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Biodiversity and functioning
of aquatic ecosystems
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Aquatic ecosystems are often divided into onshore
ecosystems (freshwater, streams, rivers, lakes, dams,
etc.), lagoons and coastal ecosystems, including estuaries,
lagoons, coastal marshes, etc., along with saline marine
ecosystems that range from coastal areas to deep waters.
The marine environment currently encompasses more
than 270 000 living species, i.e. about 15% of all known
species, but sometimes with huge amounts of biomass.
Bacteria living in subsurface marine environments alone
represents 10% of the total carbon biomass on Earth!
16 000 new species are currently described every year.
Among them, 1 600 species are marine, but the extent of
microbial species diversity is very underestimated.
The word ‘biodiversity’, a contraction of ‘biological
diversity’, is universally used today. The term was coined
by ecologists in the mid-1980s, but it only began being
used beyond the scientific community after the signature
of the International Convention on Biological Diversity
during the Rio Earth Summit in June 1992. It thus became
a political issue rather than just a biological concept. This
term means much more than just species diversity—it
encompasses all living species belonging to all groups
within a given environment on the planet. The species is
the key taxonomic level (recognition and description),
but biological diversity represents all genetic information
contained in the individuals, species and populations. It is
thus a very broad-ranging concept.

There are four major issues to be dealt with:
! Studies on basic biological mechanisms to explain
the diversity of species and their specificities, prompting
scientists to further assess the mechanisms of speciation
and evolution.
! More recent promising functional ecology
and biocomplexity investigation approaches, including
studies on flows of matter and heat and the main
biogeochemical cycles.
! Studies on nature that is ‘useful’ for humans, i.e.
supplying nutrients, substances with high added value for
medicines, cosmetics and molecular probes, or providing
more simple and original models for basic and finalized
research in response to agricultural or biomedical issues.
! The development of conservation strategies to
preserve and maintain natural resources to be inherited
by future generations.
The evolution of aquatic ecosystems is also highly
dependent on human activities, which may destroy and
severely pollute freshwater, brackish water, and coastal
environments. These local impacts are compounded by
the effects of more global modifications due to climatic
change. This cumulative effect especially concerns coastal
marine ecosystems. The overuse of renewable living
aquatic resources is also a major issue and FAO now
considers that over three quarters of the fish stocks
are fully exploited, or even overexploited. The reaction
of fish species to this fishing situation is dramatic
(reduced reproduction rates, with younger and younger
fish involved). Within 15 years, 50-90% of all large fish
predators have disappeared, i.e. no more large individuals
and entire stocks of some species have been destroyed
(with the symbolic case concerning whales). Deliberate
and unintentional displacement of species is common
practice, sometimes leading to the introduction of
dangerous competitors or pathogens, thus resulting
in biological imbalances and loss of biodiversity. All
ecosystems are constantly evolving, and this process is
currently threatened by the pressure of human activities.
This human pressure has become the main factor
affecting the evolution of living creatures on Earth, as well
as aquatic environments, despite their apparent vastness
(2.42-fold more water than soil on the planet).
Gilles Boeuf
(UMR 7628, CNRS/UPMC)
Aquatic ecosystems

quatic ecosystems gave rise to Life about
4 billion years ago. These ecosystems are
characterized by the presence of a fluid that is
much denser and more viscous than air. The move out of
the aquatic environment was recent (400 million years
for organized metazoan life). It was a major event in
the history of living creatures. This aquatic environment
is continuous and has specific physical constraints.
Aquatic habitats depend on environmental factors like
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, hydrostatic
pressure and pollutant levels.
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Aquatic organisms, like
all other organisms, are
constantly subjected to serious
environmental constraints
which impact their survival
potential. The study of the key
parameters that determine
this survival potential is very
topical, particularly within
the perspective of global
climatic change which will
induce major changes in their
environment. In the light of
the growing human impact
on marine habitats and
forecasted climate changes, it
is essential to gain insight into
how intimate relationships
between an organism and its
environment develop.
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Adaptation mechanisms
of aquatic organisms to
a changing environment
In this setting, the Integrative Biology
Department of the Institute of
Evolutionary Sciences of Montpellier
(BI-ISEM) is seeking to understand the
mechanisms involved in adaptation to
the environment. The aim is especially
to distinguish between what is innate
(through genotype analyses) and
what is acquired through interactions
with the environment (phenotype
analyses).
Part of this Department is hosted
at the Mediterranean Coastal
Environment Station (SMEL) of
the University of Montpellier 2
(UM2) in Sète. Two major models
(bass and mussel) are used to gain
insight into adaptations to the
lagoon-marine systems (for bass
Dicentrarchus labrax), and the
functioning of pathogen control
systems (for mussel). For the bass
model, the aim is to understand
the physiological and behavioural
processes involved in natural
selection, which function in different
ways and shape the genetic structure
of wild populations that may live in
deep sea or lagoon environments.
The mussel model uses two French
coastal species (Mytilus edulis and
M. galloprovincialis) which can
hybridize. Adaptations that have
occurred by natural selection during
evolution of a species, especially in
response to bacterial populations,
can be highlighted through an
analysis of the performances
of recombined genotypes in
comparison to the performances of
the parental genotypes.

The combination of different
expertise (experimental
ecophysiology in controlled
conditions at SMEL) and access
to different genomics platforms in
Montpellier, as well as the pool of
expertise available in the Aquatic
Ecosystems Federative Research
Institute (IFR 129) should ensure
progress on the very difficult problem
of determining aquatic resource
patterns in changing environments.

Speciation and
evolution mechanisms
The Cell Biology and Evolution
Models joint research group (UMR
7628, French Scientific Research
Centre [CNRS]/Pierre et Marie Curie
Paris 6 University [UPMC]) is part of
the Banyuls-sur-Mer Oceanological
Observatory, which is also an
observatory of the Sciences of the
Universe (OSU). After its creation in
1997, it focused on cell cycle control
and regulation as well as speciation
and evolution mechanisms in
echinodermata models (sea urchins
and starfish). Then it diversified its
activities. Presently, it includes three
major project types:
The first is related to the ‘traditional’
activity of this unit, i.e. studies
on the cell cycle and very early
embryogenesis. Echinodermata
models are investigated, along with
Ostreococcus tauri, a new unicellular
eukaryotic prasinophyceae model (a
very small microalga). The research
included under the ‘Cell cycle’ title
focuses on three approaches:

Catfish egg

! Molecular regulation of the cell
cycle, particularly control of cell
division via translational regulation
of B cyclin in starfish ovocytes during
meiosis.
! Cdk-dependent (cyclin-dependent
kinase) cell mechanisms, particularly
very early post-fertilization events, in
sea-urchin zygotes, which condition
further mitotic cycles, while also
assessing the function of new cdks
(CDC2L5).
! The circadian clock and the
cell division cycle, especially cell
division control in Ostreococcus
and transcription by the circadian
clock through studies on molecular
mechanisms of regulation. This
model was transformed at Banyuls,
thus providing a very precious tool.
The second major project focuses:
! on environmental physiology
and neuroendocrinologic control
of environmental adaptation,
development and growth
(adaptive mechanisms and
neuroendocrinologic regulation);
! on the chordate evolution/
development process in invertebrate
models (cephalopods, tunicates
[sea squirts], cephalochordates
(Amphioxus) and vertebrates (fish to
micro-mammals).

Three approaches are implemented:
! On the involvement of melatonin
and its receptors in pituitary
hormone synthesis and release and
on the development of various fish
species (bass, zebrafish, turbot,
salmonids, etc.) and invertebrates
(sea squirts, amphioxus, etc.)
! Study of ‘Evo-Devo’(evolutiondevelopment) types of functional
relationships between two signalling
pathways involved in axial patterning
of chordates during amphioxus
development. This species has
been successfully reproduced at the
Banyuls Research Center.
! Evolution mechanisms linked
to the island environment and to
parasite specificities in shrews living
in continental environments or on
various islands in the Mediterranean
Sea.
The third project (evolution
and environmental genomics
of phytoplankton) is related to
functional genomics with marine
pico-phytoplankton microalgae
such as O. tauri, a species which
was discovered in the Thau lagoon
in 1994. It has been the focus of
several genomic studies (the genome
has been entirely sequenced and
the Banyuls team has actively

taken part in the coding) and
population genetics investigations.
Researchers at Banyuls are focusing
on the adaptation of various picoeucaryotes to their environment
through comparative and functional
genomic analyses. Studies are
also focused on the diversity of
Prasinophytes and characterization
of gene flows within populations,
particularly through their viruses.
Diversity is investigated from four
major perspectives:
! Isolation and characterization of
pico-eucaryote strains isolated from
environmental samples;
! Sequencing and comparative
analysis of complete genomes
of strains adapted to various
environments (6 genomes already
sequenced or under way);
! Comparative functional study of
photosynthesis in these different
strains;
! Study on associated viruses. •••
* ‘Axial patterning’, or ‘pattern of development
of the axis’ denotes the genetic programme in an
embryo during which the major axes of the organism
are organized (anterior, posterior, etc.) and which
subsequently determine the organism’s morphological
patterns.
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M. Legendre © IRD
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Marine coral ground in Madagascar
P. Laboute © IRD

Main teams
CRH
Centre de Recherche Halieutique
méditerranéenne et tropicale
(IRD, Ifremer, UM2)
52 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

EA 3678 IMAGES
Institut de Modélisation et d’Analyse en
Géo-Environnements et Santé
(UPVD)
20 scientists
Director: Catherine Goyet,
cgoyet@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 21 44

UMR 5110 CEFREM
Centre de Formation et de Recherche
sur l’Environnement Marin
(CNRS, UPVD)
9 scientists
Director: Serge Heussner,
heussner@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 20 96

Genetic differentiation
of the bass populations
in connection with the environment
The lagoons and ponds that line the Mediterranean coast are crucial environments
for young fish of many species. The hydrological (temperature, oxygenation, salinity)
and biotic (prey) features of these ecosystems largely determine the growth and
survival performances of animals that live in them. In this setting, the Integrative
Biology department of the ISEM joint research unit assesses the extent to which
genetic differentiation in fish populations is determined by the habitats in which
they live. It was thus found that the growth rate of bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) can
vary by about 50% between ponds. Can natural selection at least partly explain
such differences in performance? In parallel, underlying physiological tradeoffs are
investigated through experimental ecophysiology approaches. There are actually many
advantages to ‘being big’ (prey/predator relationship, gamete production), whereas
‘growing fast’ leads to a loss of functional integrity and to a decrease in adaptative
plasticity. These two issues are investigated with the overall aim of improving
procedures for managing these environments.
Contact: Guy Claireaux, guy.claireaux@univ-montp2.fr

UMR 5119 ECOLAG
Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
59 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

UMR 5244
Biologie et Écologie Tropicale
et Méditerranéenne
(CNRS, EPHE, UPVD)
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Director: André Théron,
théron@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 22 81

Coral Reef team (UPVD)
directed by René Galzin, galzin@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 50 36 86
32 scientists
...continued on page 10

Example of bioenergetic
modelling: impact of water
temperature and oxygen level
on the amount of energy
that can be utilized (aerobic
metabolic capacity) by bass
(red) and sole (blue).

© Guy Claireaux, UMR
ISEM

Director: Marc Troussellier,
troussel@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 37 19

Role of aquatic
organisms in major
biogeochemical cycles
The Banyuls Laboratory of Biological
Oceanography (LOBB) is the second
of three components of the Banyulssur-Mer Oceanologic Observatory
(UPMC, CNRS), which is also an OSU
(Universe Sciences Observatory).
LOBB’s scientific activities are focused
on the role of living organisms
in the marine phase of major
biogeochemical cycles. This addresses
very global issues (e.g. CO2 fixation in
the ocean relative to the greenhouse
effect) and regional issues (e.g.
assessment of the biological quality of
coastal waters).
A major component of LOBB’s
activities concerns the way
environmental changes affect marine
biodiversity, and conversely how
changes in this diversity modify the
functioning of marine ecosystems.
LOBB is presently organized in two
research teams that focus on benthic*
(water-sediment interface) and
pelagic** (water column) ecosystems,
while also overseeing five specific
research themes.

The first theme concerns studies
on the structuring and dynamics
of benthic communities which
can serve as indicators of marine
environment quality. LOBB’s
expertise encompasses faunistics,
data processing, sediment imaging
and biophysical modelling. The fact
that it takes various time scales into
account, ranging from a 10-year to a
daily scale, is a unique feature.
The laboratory also focuses on the
way benthic organisms influence
the fate of sedimented organic
matter. This is a major issue because
the blanketing of these organisms
on the sediment surface is the
only long-term means of trapping
organic carbon in the ocean. LOBB
has skills in this field that are
useful for studying both nutrition
and bioturbation*** processes. It
has developed automated image
acquisition and analysis techniques
to quantify the type and density of
benthic fauna populations and to
link these parameters with a wide
variety of biogeochemical processes
(e.g. oxygen flow at the watersediment interface).

The biochemical characterization
of labile components in organic
matter is another strong point of this
research theme.
The third theme is focused on
investigating bacterioplankton and
phytoplankton diversity. Microorganisms play a major role in the
functioning of marine ecosystems.
They represent one of the ‘pumps’
that facilitate atmospheric CO2 input
in the ocean. LOBB aims to describe
their still poorly known biodiversity
by jointly using biochemical
techniques (pigment measurements),
culture techniques (development
of a bacterial strain collection) and
molecular techniques (DGGE and
RFLP). It is also striving to link this
biodiversity with the functional
abilities of bacterioplankton and
phytoplankton. •••
* Related to sea or lake bottoms
** Qualifies what occurs in open water, far from the bottom
and shores
*** Sediment transformation or degradation under the
action of organisms moving or digging cavities inside them.

Impact of solar UV radiation
on biogeochemical cycles
in marine environments

UV radiation also induces photochemical effects on dissolved
organic matter (DOM). These effects may play an important

role in the carbon cycle in the marine environment by
inducing photo-mineralization and release of CO and CO2, or
photoproduction of low molecular weight organic compounds
(organic acids, amino acids), which stimulates organic carbon
use by bacteria and its transformation into biomass and CO2.
UMR 7621 studies the effects of UV radiation on
biogeochemical cycles by field methods in various marine
environments (lagoons, coasts, deep sea), including measurement
of UV radiation penetration through the water column
and incubation of samples at various depths to measure
photochemical effects on DOM and photobiological effects on
phytoplankton and bacteria.
In addition, research is focused on the study of the combined
effects of UV stress on microorganisms, along with other
parameters like nutrient abundance, temperature or pollutant
levels, many parameters that could be altered by global
environmental changes linked to human activities. This research
is carried out on natural communities and various models of
phytoplankton and bacterial species.
Contact: Fabien Joux, joux@obs-banyuls.fr

Aquatic ecosystems

Through its impact
on phytoplankton
and bacteria, UV
radiation likely affects
the organic matter
production activities
of phytoplankton and
degradation of this
biomass by bacteria,
© W. Jeffrey
and therefore the
The effects of ultraviolet radiation balance between
are studied on samples incubated at autotrophic and
heterotrophic
various depths in quartz bottles covered
processes, along
with plastic filters to ensure specific
with the species
UV radiation cuts. composition of these
communities. The
extent of these effects
depends on the amount of UV radiation received by these
organisms and their susceptibility to UV stress.
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© Jacques Carbonne (CEFREM)

Main teams
UMR ISEM (UM2, CNRS)
(CNRS)
11 scientists
Director: Jean-Christophe Auffray

Département Biologie-Intégrative
Director: François Bonhomme,
bonhomme@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 45 54

UMR 7621
Laboratoire d’Océanographie
Biologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, UPMC)
30 scientists
Director: Antoine Grémare,
gremare@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 88 73 95

UMR 7628
Modèles en biologie cellulaire et évolutive
(CNRS, UPMC)
17 scientists
Director: Gilles Bœuf,
gilles.boeuf@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 66 88 73 98

UMS 2348 - École interne
EI38 UPMC – Observatoire
océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, UPMC)
35 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Philippe Lebaron,
lebaron@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 88 16 99
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UR 070 RAP
Réponses adaptatives des populations
et des peuplements de poissons aux
pressions de l’environnement
(IRD)
10 scientists
Director: Raymond Lae,
raymond.lae@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)2 98 22 44 34

...continued on page 12

Long-term monitoring of
an integrated drainage basin–coastal
shelf–continental slope system
The Platform for Observation of the Mediterranean Languedoc-Roussillon Coastal
Environment (POEM-L2R), developed and set up by CEFREM, aims to host experiments
during periods ranging from a few weeks to a complete yearly cycle. It was designed for
continuous use between these high activity periods. The objective is to ensure long-term
monitoring of a set of descriptive parameters concerning meteorological, hydrological and
hydrosedimentary conditions in an integrated catchment basin–coastal shelf–continental
slope system.
The POEM platform is unique in France, and includes four modules:
! An ‘atmospheric station’ module (Cap Béar) initiated within the framework of the
ADIOS (Atmospheric Deposition and Impact of pollutants, key elements and nutrients
on the Open Mediterranean Sea) program, has been collecting monthly samples of
atmospheric sediments since 2001.
! Since 2004, a ‘coastal river’ module, in the vicinity of the Têt River mouth, has
included an automatic sampling station (water and particles) and multiparameter probe
(temperature, conductivity, pH, turbidity, water height). The sampling frequency is
daily, under normal flow rate conditions, and hourly during flood periods. The data are
transmitted to the laboratory in nearly real time.
! A Têt River ‘submarine prodelta’ module, which has been operational since 2003,
includes a buoy integrating weather forecasting (wind, temperature, pressure and
moisture content) and oceanographical (temperature, salinity, turbidity, fluorescence) data
sensors, an ADCP (acoustic Doppler current profiler) for the sea bottom (current profile,
wave characteristics) and altimeters (changes in sediment height). The meteorological and
oceanographical data are transmitted to the laboratory in nearly real time.
! A ‘continental slope’ module at two sites along the slope (Planier Canyon off Marseille
and Lacaze-Duthiers Canyon off Perpignan). Each site is equipped with mooring gear that
integrates particle traps at mid-water depth (500 m) and near the bottom (1 000 m)
coupled with current meters and CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth) sensors. Longterm monitoring (since 1993) of particle transfers and currents on the Gulf of Lion slope
represents the longest series of measurements of this type along continental margins.
Contact: Serge Heussner, heussner@univ-perp.fr

! The POEM experimental platform consists of four modules
allowing measures and samples of the main components of
the continuum watershed-coastal shelf- continental slope.
Picture shows the atmospheric module set offshore Cap Bear
with collector of atmospheric data.

The fifth research theme concerns
the biological quality of coastal
waters, particularly the development
of methods for quick detection
of pathogenic micro-organisms
(cytometry). In addition, as
some bacteria can degrade
hydrocarbons, they could be used
in bioremediation** techniques after
accidental pollution events.
Two cross-disciplinary actions
supplement these 5 themes.
Research on the effects of ultraviolet
radiation on the development of
benthic invertebrate larva, and
the creation of an environmental
database in tight interaction with
the MarBEF Excellence Network
(Marine Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Functioning) on the European level.
LOBB is a major component of the
regional oceanography/marine
ecology research system. It has
collaborated in the SYSCOLAG
research programme (Coast and
Lagoon Systems) managed by the
Region, and has also been involved
in several collaborative FrenchSpanish projects with laboratories in
Blanes and Barcelona. Concerning
the Training and Research Centre on
Marine Environments (University
of Perpignan Via Domitia [UPVD]/
CNRS), and under the aegis of the

Region, LOBB has developed a
technological platform called CABLE
(biogeochemical characterization
of the marine environment) which
brings together techniques and skills
related to biogeochemical studies
of the marine environment. LOBB
is a key component in the network
of oceanography laboratories in the
French Mediterranean coastal region,
as shown by its participation in major
national oceanography programmes:
(National Coastal Environment
Programme [PNEC], Biochemical
Processes in the Ocean and Flows
[PROOF], and Biogeochemical
Cycles, Environment and Resources
[LEFE-CYBER]. Internationally, LOBB
is involved in several of the 6th EU
Framework Programmes, including:
(1) MarBEF, which is dedicated to
the study of biodiversity and marine
ecosystem functioning, and (2) the
SESAME integrated programme,
which aims to describe the responses
of ecosystems in the Mediterranean
and Black Sea areas to climate
change.

Adaptative responses
of fish to environmental
pressures
In response to stress conditions
(very high salinity, excessive
fishing pressure, pollution), some
fish species show outstanding
ecophysiological adaptations and/or
develop adaptations concerning
growth or reproduction functions
(early sexual maturity, dwarfism)
that enable them to develop, whereas
species with less flexible traits would
disappear. The effects are noted at
various levels and involve a major
change in the fish community
composition and especially
structure. Little is currently known
about these adaptive responses.
In this background, the Adaptive
Responses of Fish Populations and
Communities to Environmental

Pressures research unit (RAP, UR070,
IRD) focuses on biological indicators
of the status of fish populations
and communities, relationhips
between the intensity of disorders
and the diversity/stability of these
communities, characterization of
their specificity, susceptibility and
responsiveness. Research is focused
especially on the mechanisms and
processes involved. The qualitative
and quantitative factors necessary
to understand the complexity of
these systems are assessed at various
levels. Approaches are implemented
that combine physiology studies
at the individual level, lifecycle
characteristics at the population
level, and organization at the fish
community level (type of fish
community and phase at which it is
exploited).
These works have led to the
development of a set of indicators
which can be jointly analyzed to
assess the extent of disturbance
affecting fish communities. It will
then be possible to investigate
response thresholds beyond
which the communities begin
destructuring. Finally, these
indicators will be used to analyse
the status of the populations
and communities, as well as
their production potential and
regeneration capacity.
This research unit relies on:
1) analysis of the RAP database that
pools field observations carried
out during the first stage of this
research unit, 2) experimentation
in natural environments and
mesocosms (medium-size closed
experimental systems), 3) monitoring
of ecosystems with variable levels of
disturbance, and 4) ecosystem and
multi-agent modelling. •••
* This is a nutrient-deficient environment
** Use of living organisms, particularly micro-organisms, to
reduce or eliminate specific pollutants.

Aquatic ecosystems

The fourth theme is focused on
the way biogeochemical processes
interact with the productivity of
pelagic systems. The aim is to
determine how functioning of
the microbial loop is controlled
by environmental factors such as
solar radiation, nutrient availability
and water circulation. This issue
is addressed through comparative
studies on a broad range of ecological
systems whose functioning can be
regulated by various environmental
factors. This especially concerns the
watershed-coastal area continuum
and associated dilution duckweeds,
as well as the oligotrophic* ocean.
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Macrobenthos:
a marine environment quality indicator
Organisms that live in or within sediments (macrobenthos) are often
relatively immobile, and most also have susceptible larval stages.
These two features make them highly vulnerable to variations in
their environment. Any substantial disturbance in their environment
can result in changes in the macrobenthos species composition.
These modifications follow similar patterns, in spationtemporal terms,
following the disturbance. This so-called ‘secondary succession’ process
is generally linked with a decline in biodiversity—loss of species that
are sensitive to the disturbance and proliferation of a small number
of so-called opportunistic species because they are favoured by the
elimination of the species that previously prevailed. Analysis of the
macrobenthos species composition is often used as an indicator of
marine habitat quality. It thus serves as a tool for the European Water
Framework Directive which targets public access to European water
bodies that are in good or very good ecological condition by 2015.
To meet this objective, the present ecological condition of water
bodies must be characterized, including documenting the macrobenthos
composition. The quantitative LOBB database pools information
associated with the SYSCOLAG program on the coasts of LanguedocRoussillon Region and the results of an analysis of all macrobenthos
samples (preliminary sampling period 2006, Ifremer) along all
Mediterranean coasts.

This Research Unit mainly conducts
studies in West Africa. Calibration
of the indicators will be facilitated
by the interest, in this subregion,
in promoting protected marine
areas (ecosystem restoration at
different stages) and by the fact
that almost ideal research and
reference sites are available. The
selected ecosystems are located in
countries under the authority of the

Main teams
UR 097 ECO-UP
Structuration et fonctionnement
des écosystèmes d’upwelling exploités :
analyses comparatives en vue d’une
approche écosystémique des pêcheries
(IRD)
13 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Pierre Fréon,
pierre.freon@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 02
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UR 167 CYROCO
Cyanobactéries des milieux aquatiques
tropicaux peu profonds :
rôles et contrôles
(IRD)
16 scientists
Director: Robert Arfi,
arfi@univmed.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 91 04 16 35

...continued on page 14

Similar work has been carried out to develop new biological
indicators based on the diversity and susceptibility/tolerance of the
monitored species. An assessment of the most recognized biological
indices is then carried out at two spatial scales. The regional scale
assessment is based on data from the SYSCOLAG program. The
pan-EU scale assessment is based on the MARBEN framework
database—the MarBEF excellence network for all European coasts,
or more than 430 000 reference sites. The laboratory uses this
database for validation of biological indices within MarBEF.
Finally, the sampling strategy effectively separates the impacts of
human factors from those due to long-term change (climatic type)
or those associated with shorter-term temporal fluctuations. This
laboratory conducts long-term comparisons of the composition
of benthic communities along the coasts of Languedoc-Roussillon
(reference: late 1960s). The results highlighted marked changes
in the four studied communities. In sandy communities, the
abundance of the Ditrupa arietina worm was found to be correlated
with changes in the frequency of winter storms, which in turn is
controlled by the North Atlantic oscillation, with a cycle of
about 8 years.

Contact: Antoine Grémare, gremare@obs-banyuls.fr

Subregional Commission of Fisheries
which supports a regional marine
conservation programme (Gambia,
Senegal, Guinea Bissau, Mauritania).
The indicator test will be extended to
ecosystems (Mediterranean, Brazilian
or Mexican lagoons) in which the fish
community species compositions
differ from those observed in West
Africa. Collaborations with laboratory
partners in France, Brazil and Mexico
should enable a comparative analysis
of methods, selected indicators and
reference scales.
This research unit is mainly based
in Brest, with collaborations with
the European Academic Institute of
the Sea (IUEM), Ifremer, ENSAR and
IRD. A second research site is in Sète,
at the Mediterranean and Tropical
Fisheries Research Centre (CRH) and
at UM2 (ECOLAG). Collaborations
are under way with CIRAD, INRA
and ENSAT. The research site
in Africa (Dakar) has enabled
collaborations with universities and
research institutes in Senegal, Côte
d’Ivoire, Guinea Bissau, Gambia
and Mauritania. Abroad, within the
framework of two European projects,
the unit collaborates with a large
number of EU partners and others.

Cyanobacteria:
biology, roles
and control methods
The availability and quality of water
resources for household needs and
food crops are factors which can
curb development in the South. The
function of tropical continental or
coastal marine environments can
be upset by high human-induced
pressure: algal proliferation is a
consequence of such functional
disturbances, whatever the
trophic status of the considered
environment. Cyanobacteria are a
major component of phytoplankton
communities and these disturbances
often favour their development.
These prokaryotes (single-cell
organisms with a membranefree nucleus) have outstanding
adaptative abilities and are efficient
competitors. They can survive
without much light and they tap
nutrient resources maximally since
some species are diazotrophs (able to
fix dissolved atmospheric nitrogen).
They also are highly resistant to
harsh environmental conditions.
Moreover, little is known about the
control of cyanobacteriae by food

The Ditrupa arietina worm proliferates cyclically on sandy bottoms
of the Gulf of Lion, apparently in relation with climatic processes cued
by the North Atlantic oscillation.

webs in tropical environments—
insight on this issue derived from
studies on temperate systems
cannot be directly transferred
to these tropical environments
because of the difference in trophic
structures. The development of a
microbial loop, which is efficient
and complements herbivorous
trophic pathways, strengthens the
functional role of cyanobacteria,
particularly that of pico-plankton
cells. In continental waters, in case
of blooms, the adverse effects of the
accumulation and degradation of
the biomass produced, add to the
potential toxicity of some species. In
coastal marine waters, cyanobacteria
are, conversely, responsible
for most primary production
in numerous oligotrophic
environments. Generally, the impact
of cyanobacteria on the quality,
productivity and uses of onshore and
marine coastal ecosystems is often
very significant.
In order to study these organisms,
the Cyanobacteria of Shallow
Tropical Aquatic Environments:
Roles and Controls research unit
(UR167 CYROCO, IRD) collaborated
with its partners of the North (CNRS,

INRA, French Natural History
Museum [MNHN], Universities of
Réunion, Paris 7, Aix-Marseille I and
II) and South (Côte d’Ivoire, Sénégal,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Madagascar).
This project combines studies in
the natural environment and under
experimental conditions, with
the aim of gaining further insight
into the reasons underlying the
ecological success of cyanobacteria,
while specifying their role in tropical
continental and coastal aquatic
ecosystems. The improvement
of water resource management
according to uses and goals is also
one of the development priorities.
The aims of this unit in West Africa
(lakes, dams, estuaries) and the
Indian Ocean region (lagoons and
coral lagoons) are:
! To characterize and better
understand the modes of
adaptation of cyanobacteria to
their environment, including to
harsh conditions and pollution
and, where relevant, to describe the
mechanisms and consequences of
their toxicity;
! To define the rates, conditions
and qualitative and quantitative

importance of nutrient supplies
which favour the development of
cyanobacteria, whether they are
from external environments and
brought by runoff and floods, dry
and wet sediment or anthropogenic
effluents, or associated with
autochthonous sources, e.g.
mineralization at the watersediment interface, products of viral
lysis, algal exudates and excretions
from higher organisms;
! To understand the competitive
process or, conversely, mutualism,
which structure interactions
between cyanobacteria and
microbial organisms for access to
nutrient resources;
! To specify the importance of
trophic controls which could
have an impact on cyanobacteria
development: competition–
competitiveness of trophic
herbivorous and microbial networks,
importance of omnivorous grazing
animals, role of micronectonic
organisms (microscopic plankton
that swim);
! To promote use of their
biotechnological potentials
(algal cropping, support for fish
farming). •••

Aquatic ecosystems
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Biodiversity and functioning of aquatic ecosystems

Upwelling ecosystems:
structure and functioning
Upwelling ecosystems, characterized
by upwelling of cold nutrient-rich
waters, account for more than
40% of world fisheries catches,
while representing less than
3% of the ocean area. They are
characterized by wide variability,
linked with climatic variability and
their structural instability. They

Other teams conducting
research on this theme
HMT
Laboratoire Ressources Halieutiques
Sète
(Ifremer)
14 scientists
Director: Gildas Le Corre,
gildas.le.corre@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

LER/LR
Laboratoire Environnement Ressources
en Languedoc-Roussillon
(Ifremer)
25 scientists
Director: Thierry Laugier
Thierry.Laugier@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 96

UPR 20
Aquaculture et gestion
des ressources aquatiques
(CIRAD)
8 scientists
Director: Jérôme Lazard,
jerome.lazard@cirad.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 16 64 40

UR 109 Thetis
THons tropicaux et Écosystèmes
pélagiques : Taxies, Interactions
et Stratégies d’exploitation
(IRD)
19 scientists

are presently affected by climate
change and by the impact of world
fisheries reorganization, which can
lead to subsantial changes in their
organization. Fisheries management
in upwelling areas must be organized
within the wider framework of the
development of fringing coastal
areas.

• The training of young researchers
and students of partner countries
(South Africa, Namibia, Angola,
Chile, Peru, Morocco, Mauritania,
Senegal) in the fields of modelling,
data collection and analysis,
information systems, satellite image
processing and environmental
assessment.

The aim of the Upwelling Ecosystems
research unit (ECO-UP, IRD) is to
provide a suitable methodology
for analysis of the structure and
functioning of upwelling ecosystems
as part of the development of an
ecosystem approach to fisheries.
By applying an integrated and
comparative approach, the dynamics
of pelagic fish and their ecosystems
are studied at various spatial scales,
in connection with their use and
global and regional environmental
changes. Tools to represent the
spatial and temporal dynamics
and their interactions are used to
enhance knowledge integration
and representation, leading to
development applications deriving
from fundamental ecology issues.

Research projects are presently
under way at three sites in the
ecosystems of Benguela (Angola,
Namibia, South Africa), Humboldt
(Chile, Peru) and Canary Islands
(Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal). This
research is focused mainly on the
climate and physical environment
(oceanic modelling, Lagrange
approaches), primary and secondary
production (NPZD models and
remote sensing), exploited fish
populations (ecotrophic models,
ecoethological analysis), and
fisheries (retrospective analysis,
bioeconomic models). Various tools
and methods have been developed
and implemented: modelling, 2- and
3-dimensional acoustic observations,
satellite observations, geographical
information systems (GIS), tools for
analysing time-series data, etc.

Major importance is given to:
• The transfer of knowledge to
partner countries and the whole
scientific community;
• The support and implementation
of precautionary management
based on indicators developed from
continuous community monitoring
data (utilized or not) while taking
the global environment into account
(inter-annual and inter-decadal
variability);

Director: Francis Marsac
marsac@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

UR 175 Caviar
Caractérisation et valorisation
de la diversité ichtyologique
pour une aquaculture raisonnée
(IRD)
14 scientists
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Director: Marc Legendre
Marc.Legendre@mpl.ird.fr
Fax : +33 (0)4 67 63 57 95
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US 007 Osiris
Observatoire et systèmes d’information
des pêches tropicales
(IRD)
12 scientists
Director: Pierre Chavance,
Pierre.Chavance@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

"Schema of
the upwelling
process which
brings cold and
riched water of
the deep layers
of the sea to the
surface under
the influence
of wind and
Coriolis force.

© Hervé Demarcq (in progress)

An online comparative atlas
representing upwelling ecosystems
This interactive WEB atlas, achieved by the ECO-UP research unit
(IRD), will enable dynamic, synthetic, and comparative representation
of the various dynamics involved (environmental, biological, ecological)
in upwelling ecosystems. It requires tools suitable for flexible,
multitheme and multisite display (TimeMaps). It will include a database
to be jointly hosted at the sites of Brest, Capetown and Sète, along
with other research sites (Benguela, Humboldt, Canary Islands). This
tool will enable users to gain insight into the functioning of upwelling
ecosystems and explain the amazing productivity differences. This atlas
should be operational in 2007.
Contact: Christian Mullon, christian.mullon@bondy.ird.fr

! Comparison of the spatiotemporal distribution
of chlorophyll-a according to remote sensing data.

The aims of the Coral Reefs team
of the Tropical and Mediterranean
Biology and Ecology joint research
group (UMR 5244 CNRS, École
Pratique des Hautes Études [EPHE],
UPVD) are:
! To benefit from the series of
ecological and environmental data
which have been collected over
a period of more than 10 years
(Moorea, Tuamotu);
! To conduct a more indepth
study of the functioning of various
compartments of the lagoon-reef
complex and the reef ecosystem as a
whole;
! To develop functional and
predictive models of material and
energy flows within ecosystems
which could be used to assess
the impacts of global changes
(anthropogenic or climatic).
Studies on temporal variability in
benthic and nectonic communities
are carried out (point 1), particularly
in coral communities (French
Polynesia). The aim is to gain greater
insight into variability within coral
ecosystems and evaluate their
health status. Points 2 and 3 aim at
clarifying how reef populations and
communities settle, survive and
function. The issue of the origin of
these communities is investigated

(reef fish) from phylogeography and
biogeography standpoints.
At the same time, on a smaller
scale, modes of fish larva and coral
recruitment, their colonization
and impact on the structure of
mature populations is a major
research theme. Concerning the
functioning, the emphasis is placed
mainly on boosting knowledge on
material and energy flows between
various compartments of the reef
ecosystem, as well as between reefs
and surrounding oceanic or coastal
environments. More specifically,
trophodynamic models of lagoons
(Takapoto) or neco-benthic reef
communities (Tiahura) are developed
or refined. Concerning reef-ocean
exchanges, baseline data on carbon
export has now been acquired.
Research is focused on organic and
inorganic carbon imports from the
ocean and will subsequently deal
with exchanges between reefs and
coastal and terrestrial environments.
The issues are thus being assessed
from a more ‘systemic’ (considering
the reef ecosystem as a whole,
along with its relationships with
neighbouring environments),
functional and, in some way,
predictive perspective.
This research involves disciplines and
tools: molecular genetics (population
genetics), assessment of the impacts
of sustainable interactions (parasitesfish), geochemistry of stable isotopes
and satellite imaging technology.

Collaborations involve Australian,
American, and Japanese partners.
Efforts have been made to integrate
them in all project topics within
the major national (PNEC) and
international (International Coral
Reef Initiative/Global Coral Reef
Monitoring Network Global Ocean
Observing System, Land-Ocean
Interactions in the Coastal Zone)
programs.
Alongside research on coral reefs, a
team is working in the Mediterranean
area on maintaining populations
of exploited fish, with the main
models being white sea bream
(Diplodus sargus) and the European
eel (Anguilla anguilla). After
studying the lifecycle of white sea
bream, and mainly the recruitment
stage, research is now focused on
the potential benefits of protected
marine areas and artificial reefs as
a small-scale fisheries management
tool. Labelling and chemical
microanalysis of otoliths highlighted
the importance of key habitats
(coastal or lagoon) in balances
between the various populations.
For the European eel, the situation
is now more worrisome with the
drop population numbers due to
overfishing, damage to essential
habitats (mainly lagoons), and
the spread of a serious parasite,
Anguillicola crassus. •••

Aquatic ecosystems

Coral ecosystems:
variability, functioning
and change
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© Yannick Chancerelle (UMS 2978)

Technique used to collect the benthos data on a coral barrier reef of a high island
(cover included substrate and coral, algae, mollusc and echinoderm communities).

© Yannick Chancerelle (UMS 2978)

Structure and variability
of coral communities
In situ observations carried out by the Tropical and
Mediterranean Aquatic Ecosystems team (UMR 5244
CNRS/EPHE/UPVD) revealed that coral reefs have grown in
a hydrological and climatic environment which is unstable
over the lifecycle of organisms and that they recover
relatively quickly following destruction by natural stresses.
Other studies, based on the results of simulations or
observations in the natural environment, indicate that coral
reefs have a broad range of stability states, e.g. a steady state
characterized by the prevalence of macroalgae.

Aquatic ecosystems

On the outer slopes of 15 Polynesian islands, the living coral
cover is accurately recorded and the fluctuations are then
computed by image processing.
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Long-term temporal monitoring is necessary (OSU role of
the Oceanological Observatory of Banyuls-sur-Mer, CNRS/
UPMC) to study the dynamics of reef ecosystems (actions
of natural and anthropogenic stresses on communities and
between-community interactions). Research conducted by
this unit takes all results obtained in this field into account,
at several spatiotemporal scales. The workshop sites include
the Tiahura sector on the north coast of Moorea (since
1970) and the outer slopes of reefs of about 15 other
French Polynesian islands. Some of the research carried out
within the framework of the Crisp program (Coral Initiative
in the South Pacific) and in cooperation with IRD and several
universities concern this topic.
Contact: René Galzin, galzin@univ-perp.fr

Coastal lagoons:
functioning and
change of a fragile
ecosystem
Coastal marine ecosystems represent
about a third of the ecological
diversity within our biosphere.
Local and global physical, chemical
and biological forcing is steadily
increasing and altering these
ecosystems. Coastal lagoons are
highly susceptible and most affected
by human impacts. In this setting,
the Lagoon Ecosystems joint research
unit (Ecolag, UMR 5119, UM2/
CNRS/Ifremer) focuses research
on the impacts of local and global
changes associated with the impacts
of human activities on lagoon and
coastal marine ecosystems.
These interface ecosystems have
major long-recognized ecological
and economic functions: fishing,
agriculture, water treatment, etc.
The biological functioning of these
ecosystems, and the effects of
changes should thus be investigated
by integrative approaches, involving
general characterization of biological,
physical and chemical components,
along with multiscale analysis of

their interactions and associated
functions. The research unit carries
out in situ studies, experimental
approaches in mesocosms using a
wide range of tools and methods:
molecular biology, analytical
chemistry, cytometry, etc.
This multidisciplinary research
(mainly biological and ecological)
involves collaborations, through
joint programs, with teams of
other national and international
research institutions with skills in
ecotoxicology and hydrodynamics.
Human and social sciences are
involved in defining change scenarios
in marine coastal ecosystems.
Indeed, the health status and services
of ecosystems are actually governed
by anthroposystems. Collaborations
with human and social science
specialists have been initiated within
the framework of the National
Coastal Environment Program
(PNEC), the EU DITTY Program
(Development Technology Tools
for the Management of Southern
European Lagoons) and IFR 29.
This unit includes six teams, a crossdisciplinary research focus, and joint
technical platforms that provide
analysis and experiment capacities

(nine technical platforms, including
MEDIMEER, the Mediterranean
Platform for Marine Ecosystem
Experimental Research, specialised
in experimental aquatic ecology).
The impacts of various types of
environmental forcing are addressed
in terms of the dynamics and
functions of various microorganism
and macroorganism communities
relative to the uses and functioning
of coastal marine ecosystems.
Three teams work specifically on
microorganisms responsible for
serious environmental crises.
The topics are as follows:
! ‘Toxic algal blooms’:
understanding these phenomena and
their causes.
! ‘Pathogenic organisms and
environment’: bacterial organisms
(human and animal pathogenic
organisms) having major impacts on
the health status of marine coastal
ecosystems from the standpoint of
some of their uses.
! ‘Microbial networks under
environmental forcing’: impacts of
changes in various environmental
factors on the structure and
interactions within microorganism
networks. •••

Two approaches for studying
anthropogenic carbon storage in oceans

! A field approach that involves measuring the properties of the
carbonate system, by developing and implementing systems for
measuring total alcalinity (AT) and total dissolved inorganic carbon
(CT) using potentiometry, as well as the partial pressure of CO2
(pCO2) in sea water. Participation in scientific measurement studies
in all oceans is necessary. On a local scale, waters are sampled in the
eastern and western Mediterranean Sea basins. The Ligure Sea was
studied via the DYFAMED (Dynamics of Atmospheric Flows in the
Mediterranean) time-series station. These measuremants are of major
scientific value as they are not represented in the MEDAR/MEDATLAS
2002 (Mediterranean Data Archaelogy and Rescue) historical database.

! An oceanic system modelling approach is used to assess the oceanic
distribution of anthropogenic CO2, particularly in the Mediterranean
Sea. Two types of model are used: back-calculation models and a 3D
dynamic model of the whole Mediterranean Sea combined with a
biology component. By using the CT interpolation method, it is possible
to draw up maps for the main properties of carbonate (AT, CT) and
anthropogenic carbon systems. The developed procedure requires
temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen as input variables, and these
data are abundant within MEDAR/MEDATLAS 2002. According to these
maps, there are major between-basin differences in AT and CT levels,
with preferential areas of anthropogenic carbon sequestration (Aegian
Sea, north and centre of the western basin). The 3D dynamic model
can thus be used to assess the distribution of anthropogenic carbon
independently from back-calculation models. This multidisciplinary
model enables users to analyze physical, chemical and biological
processes involved in air-sea transfers of carbon and its sequestration
in deep water layers.

Contact: Catherine Goyet, cgoyet@univ-perp.fr
For further information: Goyet, C. and Davis D., 1997. Estimation of total CO2
concentration throughout the water column. Deep Sea Research Part I. 44: 859-877.
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Disturbances in the oceanic carbon cycle generated by anthropogenic
carbon buildup in the atmosphere are closely linked to the problem
of climate change via a large number of actions and feedbacks
between the atmosphere, ocean and terrestrial biosphere. The ocean’s
anthropogenic carbon storage capacity is much higher than that of the
terrestrial biosphere. The ocean thus plays a major role in decreasing
the greenhouse effect and therefore global warming. Two approaches
have been adopted by IMAGES to study the complexity of the involved
processes:
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© Marc Trousselier (UMR Ecolag)

The three other teams work on the
macroorganisms (fish, benthic and
macrophyte invertebrates) which are
the end-users of resources produced
by microbial networks. Three key
scientific topics are studied:
! ‘Functional ecology of
macroorganisms’: particularly their
spatiotemporal dynamics in response
to natural or human pressures.
! ‘Ecophysiological adaptation of
aquatic animals during ontogenesis’:
particularly their osmoregulation
capacity and cellular and molecular
foundations.
! ‘Immune response, aquaculture,
environment’: cellular and molecular
mechanisms of the immune response
of marine invertebrates of interest for
fish farming.

Aquatic ecosystems

Material and energy flows
and the impact on marine
ecosystem functioning
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Material transfers at interfaces of
the coastal system, according to
a schematic continent-plateauslope axis, and the impact on major
marine biogeochemical cycles
is a key concern of the Marine
Environment Training and Research
Centre (CEFREM, UMR 5110 CNRS/
UPVD). Research is specifically
focused on continental margins
(submerged areas of continents),
high productivity areas affected
by human activities, i.e. inputs
of nutrients, sediment, polluting

Experimental mesocosm of the MEDIMEER platform.

agents, and resource use. Studies
assess the dynamics of exchanges
of water, particles and associated
elements between the continental
and marine hydrospheres. Knowledge
on the transfer mechanisms involved
can help to determine the fate
of pollutants and the impact of
transfers on ecosystem functioning.
The impacts of climate change are
also assessed through changes in
terrestrial input regimes and storm
and dense-water downwelling
frequencies. Research focused on
the Mediterranean area and its
hydrosystem takes societal demand
for sustainable development and
the human impact on the marine
environment into account.
Prospective and retrospective studies
on continental inputs (carbon,
nutrients, suspended particulate
matter) into the Mediterranean
Sea and their potential impact on
ecosystem functioning are aimed
at quantifying terrestrial inputs
according to their origins: soil and rock
erosion, the atmosphere, biological
production, human waste disposal
and pollution. This research involves
material analysis and requires insight
into the biogeochemical processes
involved in the mobilisation, transport
and sedimentation of this material.
The role of river transfers in the
carbon cycle is also evaluated, and
transfers of inorganic and organic
pollutants are quantified. The fate
of terrestrial inputs into the sea
can thus be partially determined

through pollutant monitoring. Various
spatiotemporal scales are considered,
i.e. from drainage basins to the entire
Mediterranean Sea, and from short
events to interannual variability.
Biogeochemical analysis of transferred
material may highlight the sources
of this material and its fate and
impact on the marine environment.
The source and nature of this
material are determined using a set
of specific organic and inorganic
tracers simultaneously. The respective
portions of continental and marine
material that are scattered and
deposited in various sectors along
the margin, the transformation
of this material during transfer
and its potential impact on the
coastal ecosystems are identified.
Spatiotemporal changes are taken into
account.
Studies of physical transfer processes
between the plateau and the deep
ocean are aimed at gaining further
insight into some hydrodynamic
processes conducive to material and
energy transfers from the plateau to
intermediate and deep parts of the
continental slope, e.g. gravity flows
(downwelling of denser water) and
their interaction with the sea bottom
topography (canyons). In addition
to particle matter characterization,
studies on mechanisms of transfer
towards the deep slope can reveal
transfer features involved and their
impact on the functioning
of continental margins.

MEDIMEER :
MEDIterranean platform for Marine Ecosystem Experimental Research

The platform is equipped with submerged mesocosms
(pelagic) to enable containment of substantial amounts of
water (>2000 L) and controlled simulation of forcing. The
responses of pelagic communities (viruses, bacteria, primary
and secondary producers, filter feeders, etc.) and of whole

CEFREM is involved in the following
international and national projects:
! ORME, the Regional Mediterranean
Observatory on Environment focuses
on hydrosystems and the transfer of
material and elements within aquatic
systems in the French LanguedocRoussillon region (continental and
coastal systems);
! PNEC evaluates the influence
of natural and human continental
inputs on structure, functioning
and changes in the northwestern
Mediterranean coastal area;
! HERMES (Hotspot Ecosystem
Research on the Margins of the
European Seas, 45 partners, 15
European countries) studies the
functioning of ecosystems along
continental European margins,
particularly that of specific and/or
sensitive ecosystems;
! SESAME (Southern European
Seas: Assessing and Modelling
the changes in Ecosystems, 50
partners) aims at assessing changes
affecting ecosystems (mainly pelagic
ecosystems) of the Mediterranean
and Black Seas. It also aims at
predicting possible future changes
under various climatic scenarios.

Modelling
the marine environment
The scientific mission of the Institute
of Geoenvironmental and Health
Modelling and Analysis (EA 3678
IMAGES, UPVD) is to quantify (by
measurements and modelling)

food webs to forcing can then be studied. It can implement
pelago-benthic mesocosms (up to 50 000 L) that are used to
carry out experiments at the interface of pelagic and benthic
environments, including large organisms (e.g. oysters, fish).
It can also provide support for experiments in microcosms
(1-20 L) for studying specific processes (e.g. grazing). It also
includes a station for continuous acquisition of baseline
weather forecasting data, e.g. temperature and solar radiation,
in the visible (photosynthetically available radiation: PAR,
400-700 nm), B ultraviolet (280-320 nm) and A ultraviolet
(320-400 nm) wavelengths. This equipment enables simulation
of global changes by continuously increasing the water
temperature and B ultraviolet radiation in the mesocosms.
This platform is used within the framework of several projects
of PNEC, Aquatic Food Webs, and is part of the shared
equipment of IFR 129.
Contact: Bezhad Mostajir, bmostajir@univ-montp2.fr

temporal changes in our environment
and their influence on our health. Its
major objectives are:
! Morphodynamic modelling of
coastal sedimentary environments
and quantification of sediment
settling dynamics of present margins
and oceanic basins;
! Development of analytical methods
for the analysis and monitoring of
pollutants in the environment and
their influence on health;
! Quantification of changes in
natural and human-produced
carbon cycles in the ocean. Since 1
January 2007, the institute includes
three UPVD laboratories that were
previously known as BIOMEM
(Bioanalysis and Membranes),
BDSI (Biophysics and Dynamics of
Integrated Systems) and LEGEM
(Marine Geoenvironmental Research
Laboratory).
Geoenvironmental research themes
(objective 1) have for several years
been focused on investigating
sedimentation along margins,
particularly in the Mediterranean
Basin. This is included in research
themes on marine environments
during the Quaternary period
and at present. Research is also
being focused on deep marine
environments in response to
increasing demand from major
industrial companies, particularly oil
companies, and from managers of
national and European marine areas.
The research activity hinges on two
major topics:

! Coastal sedimentary environments
and paleoenvironments
! Sedimentary morphostructure
and dynamics along present ocean
margins and basins.
Investigation of pollutants which
occur in various environments
(objective 2) is of major interest,
whether the aim is to control these
pollutants or study their fate (see
chapter 4).
Quantification of human-generated
CO2 in the ocean (objective 3) is
of increasing interest, particularly
to assess future changes in CO2
inputs into the ocean and therefore
likely changes in global warming.
Expertise has been acquired on
the measurement of carbon cycle
parameters in sea water. Fully
managed models are required for
extrapolation on large scales.
The research activity in this field
hinges on two major topics:
! Methods for studying the input and
storage of anthropogenic CO2 in the
ocean and the properties of aquatic
environments,
! Modelling the input and storage of
anthropogenic CO2 in the ocean.
IMAGES is involved in a number of
collaborations on local, national or
international levels, funded by the
Region, CNRS and Europe. !
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MEDIMEER has been implemented since 2003 by the Lagoon
Ecosystems joint research group on the shores of Thau Lagoon
(Sète, France) in the vicinity of the Mediterranean Shore
Environment Station (SMEL). It facilitates research observations
and experiments. The measurement instruments (optical,
weather forecast station) enable continuous observations of
climatic variables (temperature and solar radiation) which
can be used to assess global changes in the Mediterranean
environment. The experimental facilities in controlled
conditions (mesocosms) enable scientists to quantify and qualify
the effects of these variables on aquatic organisms. From this
viewpoint, this system is unique in Europe.
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Purse seine industrial fishing ship.
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Fishing: diagnosis
and management support
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International commitments (Reykjavik Declaration of
2001, Johannesburg Earth Summit of 2002, etc.) define
the issues by stipulating deadlines that nations will
have to meet with respect to implementing ecosystem
approaches for the use of living resources. The emergence
of global changes, such as climate change, along with the
overuse of renewable resources, have altered the setting.
This is usually detrimental to food security, as well as
economic and social development in many countries,
especially the poorest.

Global changes are the result of population booms and
ever-increasing profit-oriented human activities. These
human activities require steadily increasing amounts
of renewable (agriculture, fisheries) and nonrenewable
(energy) resources. They induce profound changes in
our environment and its capacities to provide the goods
and services we depend on, thus hampering sustainable
development. On a global scale, we are only beginning to
quantify some long-term changes concerning the climate
or linked with the loss of biodiversity and of the marine
resource renewal capacity. This could be considered
as an experiment of global scope. The extent of this
experiment, impacts on marine ecosystems and future
issues have yet to be properly assessed. In this setting,
it is relevant to question the impact of global changes on
the structure and functioning of marine ecosystems. What
is the rate and extent of this change? How reversible are
the observed phenomena? Is this just an overlap of effects
or can these effects combine synergistically to accelerate
some dynamic impacts? How is it possible to reconcile
sustainable development and global changes?
Research should thus contribute to developing
knowledge which could be used to design an ecosystem
approach for the economic use of marine resources.
The aim of this research is to reconcile conservation and
economic use, i.e. to maintain economic and development
activities while ensuring the long-term viability of marine
resources.
Philippe Cury (CRH, IRD, Ifremer, UM2)

Aquatic ecosystems

verfishing induces major changes in ecosystems
that are not always reversible, i.e. decreasing
the overall productivity for fisheries and
increasing the enviromnental impact on marine
populations. The list of observed changes in marine
ecosystems is long and can no longer be considered as
isolated details. They must be studied because ecosystems
are currently recognized as being a suitable scale for the
integration of scientific knowledge and management of
renewable resources.
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With climate change and
overfishing, it is important to
define and ensure so-called
responsible practices for
fisheries within an ecosystem
framework. It is thus essential
to take the conservation of
aquatic systems, protection of
aquatic resources and their
environment, and respect for
biodiversity into account.
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The Halieutic Research
Center for an ecosystem
approach to fisheries
Various international initiatives
are landmarks and illustrate the
growing awareness concerning
these themes: United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) (1982), FAO Code of
Conduct for Responsible Fisheries
(1995), Montpellier International
Symposium on Ecosystem Effects
of Fishing (1999) and the Reykjavik
Conference in Iceland (2001). The
Reykjavik Declaration, signed by 47
states, recognised the international
importance of developing an
ecosystem approach to fisheries
(EAF). Practical guidelines have
been published (FAO expert
consultation, 2002) and the World
Summit on Sustainable Development
in Johannesburg (2002) strongly
encouraged the application of an
ecosystem approach to fisheries
management by 2010. In 2004, the
Quantitative Ecosystem Indicators for
Fisheries Management Symposium
organized by the Mediterranean and
Tropical Fisheries Research Centre
in Sète (CRH, Ifremer, IRD, UM2)
enabled scientists of 53 countries
to review research progress on
ecosystem indicators. The next step
is to apply EAFs on an operational
scale.
The CRH research structure was
created in 2001 and is specialized
in Mediterranean and tropical
marine environments and their

halieutic resources. It conducts
multidisciplinary integrated research
to promote an ecosystem approach
to fisheries. The themes addressed
and skills applied are in the fields of
marine ecology, combined physicsbiogeochemistry-halieutic resources
modelling, trophic interactions,
dynamics of exploited populations
and fisheries, stock assessment,
fisheries technology, information
systems, indicators and traceability
techniques (stable isotopes).
A number of tools, dynamic
information systems and models
have been developed to gain further
insight into the complexity of marine
ecosystems: coastal hydrodynamic
models, individual-based models,
georeferenced GIS, etc. Nevertheless,
their application to scientific
problems and development issues
has just begun. The aim is to take
various fisheries components, from
the resources to their marketing,
into account. ECOSCOPE, developed
by CRH, is striving to combine
biological, genetic, ecological and
economic knowledge, various tools
(GIS and indicators) and modelling.
Four themes are the main focus of
research:
! Ecosystem indicators are used
to quantify, simplify, and interpret
research results obtained on
the structure and functioning of
ecosystems and their use.
! Spatial management of the fishing
effort and ecological interactions
is of interest for fisheries in the

CHR building in Sète.
P. Brehmer © IRD

! Modelling ecosystems and their
use enhances the understanding
and prediction of the dynamics of
complex systems. This facilitates a
number of ecological hypothesis and
processes which are important for
the exploitation and understanding
of interactions within ecosystems.
! The halieutic information systems
represent a tool for studying fisheries
(especially their management) and
aquaculture dynamics. For ecosystem
approaches, it is essential to
represent, understand and synthesize
spatial interactions and interactions
between various ecosystem
components.
French halieutic and marine ecology
research has many advantages in the

Mediterranean region and tropical
areas, including:
! Research that combines an
assessment-expertise approach to
resource development;
! Strong involvement in assessments
of fisheries in Europe (Ifremer) and
countries of the South (IRD)
! Experience in the training field
(UM2);
! Halieutic research programs that
are active worldwide in a wide range
of ecosystems, ranging from lagoon
areas, near-coastal zones and large
pelagic areas in tropical regions;
! Promotion of an EAF approach
that takes various ecosystem
components into account;
! Management of many
methodological tools, information
systems and models, and definition of
ecosystem indicators for fisheries, etc.;
! Various multidisciplinary skills.
Research institutions already
have access to a well-equipped
common base at CRH, Sète, in the
Mediterranean region. This base is an
attractive national and international
showcase that is open to partners
from both the South and North. •••

The main teams
CRH
Centre de Recherche Halieutique
méditerranéenne et tropicale
(IRD, Ifremer, UM2)
52 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

HMT
Laboratoire Ressources
Halieutiques Sète
(Ifremer)
14 scientists
Director: Gildas Le Corre,
gildas.le.corre@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

UR 109 Thetis
THons tropicaux et Écosystèmes
pélagiques : Taxies, Interactions
et Stratégies d’exploitation
(IRD)
19 scientists
Director: Francis Marsac,
marsac@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

US 007 Osiris
Observatoire et systèmes d’information
des pêches tropicales
(IRD)
12 scientists
Director: Pierre Chavance,
Pierre.Chavance@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

Aquatic ecosystems

North and South. The study of
spatial distribution variations
relative to the resource abundance,
environment and anthropogenic
activity are supplemented by those
of relationships between the fish
density and catches per fishing
trip, while referring to the terms of
resource accessibility, types of fish
aggregation and their catchability.

...continued on page 24
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ECOSCOPE,
a multidisciplinary scientific tool of CRH
ECOSCOPE is an integrated
project aimed at pooling, linking and
releasing knowledge acquired on
the ecosystem approach to fisheries
through studies conducted by member
institutions and partners on exploited
marine ecosystems in tropical and
Mediterranean areas. The chosen
approach consists of progressively
setting up a system to disseminate knowledge among contributors,
while enriching it on the way through data integration and linkage.
The system will deal with the following topics:
! Knowledge implementation (hosting, communication)
! Storage and integration (data, information, knowledge)
! Linkage/integration (methods, models, theories)
! Release/dissemination (synthesis, extension, dissemination)
This project has been developed in several steps. It began in 2004
with activities linked with conceptualization, assessment of needs,
organization of a quality assurance system, etc.

After validation, this project entered a 2-year feasibility phase to
assess the methodological aspects. ECOSCOPE is now developed
around case studies, mainly the Gulf of Lion and upwelling systems.
ECOSCOPE’s contribution will help to achieve an integrated
perception of all or parts of a marine ecosystem based on
diversified knowledge provided by a community of specialist
researchers. In addition to shared benefits in terms of knowledge
storage, capitalization and integrated restoration, the mutualisation
of this knowledge should enable progress in the field of ecosystem
approaches to fisheries. For instance, recognition of common
denominators, identification of the role and status of the
diverse range of approaches and knowledge, access to a unique
environment for information exchange, partner training, boosting
young peoples’ awareness of ecological issues, etc.
Contacts: Philippe Cury, Philippe.Cury@ird.fr
Laurence Vicens, Laurence.Vicens@ird.fr
For further information, see http://ecoscope.org/index_CI.htm
CRH website: www.crh-sete.org

Halieutic resources:
assessment and
management support in
the Mediterranean area
Other teams conducting
research on this theme
UMR 5119 ECOLAG
Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
59 scientists
Director: Marc Troussellier,
troussel@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 37 19

UR 070 RAP
Réponses adaptatives des populations
et des peuplements de poissons
aux pressions de l’environnement
(IRD)
10 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Raymond Lae
raymond.lae@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)2 98 22 44 34
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UR 097 ECO-UP
Structuration et fonctionnement
des écosystèmes d’upwelling exploités :
analyses comparatives en vue d’une
approche écosystémique
(IRD)
13 scientists
Director: Pierre Fréon,
pierre.freon@mpl.ird.fr
Fax : +33 (0)4 99 57 32 02

The aim of Ifremer’s halieutic
research theme is to quickly develop
scientific resources and methods to
ensure a balance between fisheries
activities and preservation of
habitats, ecosystems and biodiversity.
The Halieutic Resources Laboratory
of Sète (Ifremer) is responsible for
the Mediterranean aspects, which
means working directly with the
local, professional, and institution
stakeholders from three regions.
The aim of its research is to conduct
diagnostic analyses on the condition
of the resources in response to
demands from regional, national and
European authorities, and to propose
fisheries management scenarios
in compliance with sustainable
development concerns.
This laboratory has skills in several
halieutic disciplines: animal biology,
population biology and ecology,
dynamics of fished populations,
fisheries technology and applied

acoustics. Other skills or disciplines
can be involved through regional
collaborations with other Ifremer
units.
The activities of this laboratory can
be classified in three fields:
! Monitoring and support for
fisheries management, concerning
halieutic resources, environments
and enterprises that exploit them.
This involves management of data
monitoring and collection networks,
conducting analyses to come up with
diagnoses and recommendations to
be used for institutional expertise,
and technological development of
innovative assessment tools.
! EAF development aims to promote
changes in fisheries management
by integrating a set of key factors
and interactions which are presently
not taken into account in fisheries
analysis. This approach has been
initiated for the management of
coastal lagoons in LanguedocRoussillon, multispecies fisheries in
the Gulf of Lion, and blue fin tuna
populations.
! Food webs of a top predator are
being studied as part of a program
on the fate of contaminating agents

Final phase of traditional Tuna fishing
in the “Matanza » (the “chamber of death”).

in a marine environment. Isotopic
tracer methods are applied to the
Hake model, thus generating results
concerning material flows, and
also on the behaviour of individual
fish and entire populations in their
habitat.
The research is focused on demersal*
resources, i.e. small pelagic and large
pelagic species, that are exploited by
small-scale, trawling and tuna-purse
seiner fisheries.
This laboratory is involved in a
number of regional, national,
international, scientific and
institutional partnerships, e.g.
in France (nonexhaustive list),

CEFREM, CNRS, EPHE, INRA,
IRD, and in Europe, CSIC-ICM
(Consejo Superior d’investigaciones
cientificas/Institut de Ciencès del
Mar de Barcelona) and IEO (Instituto
Espanol de oceanografia), CEFAS
(Centre for Environment, Fisheries
and Aquaculture Science) in the
UK, several Italian universities
(Bari, Genova, Pisa), FAO, etc.
Collaborations are also under way
with scientific institutions in North
Africa (INRH, Institut National de la
Recherche Halieutique, Morocco, and
INSTM, Institut National des Sciences
et Technologies de la Mer, Tunisia).
In addition, the laboratory is
involved in partnerships with
regional professional institutions.

Ifremer has a coastal ship, ‘NO.
L’Europe’ (29 m.), which is used to
carry out various missions linked
particularly to halieutic research
and the coastal environment in the
Mediterranean Sea. The halieutic
missions concern demersal (to
a depth of 1 300 m), pelagic and
experimental trawling, resource
assessment with acoustic sensors,
and the use of standing gear (gill
nets, long lines, traps, etc.). This
laboratory also has several boats
that can be equipped with acoustic
sensors for research in shallow
areas. •••
* Species living on or in the vicinity of the sea bottom,
although not completely dependant on this environment to
fulfil their biological functions.

Aquatic ecosystems

O. Barbaroux © Ifremer
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The main site of the unit is at
CRH (Sète), with other secondary
sites in Brest, Senegal (IRD Dakar)
and the Seychelles (Seychelles

The research is carried out in Africa
(Guinea, Mauritania, Senegal,
Madagascar, Seychelles), the West
Indies and Asia. •••

IR
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! Observation system: The systems
studied or implemented are designed
for collecting data on the fishing
effort and catch (quantity, species
composition, size distribution).
Other data concern descriptions of
the physical environment and the
socioeconomic setting.
! Information technology and
tools: the aim is to develop computer
tools for the collection, storage,
management, processing, and
dissemination of halieutic data of the
unit and of partners.
! Assessment and synthesis: the
aim is to contribute to the analysis of
resource and fisheries data from an

Fishing Authority). This
unit is involved in
various national
and international
partnerships, e.g. with
various IRD teams,
particularly THETIS
(UR 109), within
the framework of
the maintenance
and management of
French tuna fisheries
monitoring systems
(Tuna Observatory).
Some of the main projects
in which the unit is involved
include two EU projects: ECOST
(Ecosystems, Societies, Consilience,
Precautionary principle: development
of an assessment method of the
societal cost for best fishing practices
and efficient public policies) involving
nine partners from the South,
and ISTAM (Improving Scientific
and Technical Advice for fisheries
Management) concerning the West
African coast.

e©

The main aim of the Tropical
Fisheries Observatory and
Information Systems service unit
(US07 OSIRIS, IRD) is to contribute
to the creation or reinforcement of
observation and information systems
concerning fisheries resources and
their use. This unit is organized
according to four expertise areas:

ecosystem perspective
by practically and
operationally
implementing
tools for
monospecific,
ecosystemic
and halieutic
analysis. The
results are
in the form
of maps and
indicators such
as abundance
indices.
! Theory and
1
forecasts: the aim is to
promote discussions on various
theoretical, conceptual, ethical
and professional conduct issues
associated with fisheries information
(data-information-knowledge
interactions, demand conditions,
data confidentiality, information
status, relationship between public
information systems and information
networks of private stakeholders, etc.).
P. C
hav
an c

Tropical fisheries
observatories and
information systems

Aquatic ecosystems
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1. Small fishing small boat, Cape Verde
2. West African fish
3. Circling net in Guinea
4. Fish market in Guinea

F. Domain © IRD

F. Domain © IRD

P. Chavance © IRD

A tool for monitoring the Guinea coastal ecosystem
In the Republic of Guinea, marine resource production (ecosystem
productivity) mainly takes place in the coastal area, estuaries and
mangrove swamps, where juvenile fish have access to food and
shelter before migrating seawards. These resources should be
developed under good controlled conditions in order to enhance
their management. A monitoring system is thus required, which is
(i) regular and enables long-term monitoring, therefore inexpensive,
and (ii) developed in a scientific and multidisciplinary manner in
order to ensure access to reliable and representative data. On the
basis of a collaboration between the OSIRIS unit (IRD) and two
Guinean research institutions, i.e. CERESCOR (Centre d’Études et
de Recherches Scientifiques de Conakry-Rogbané) and CNSHB (Centre
National des Sciences Halieutiques de Boussoura), a comprehensive
(logistic and methodological) system has been developed to enable
monitoring which takes these constraints into account. Shallow
coastal areas are accessed using small polystyrene boats that are
fully equipped (GPS, sounder, various nets, etc.), along with a local
pirogue in which the hydrological equipment is installed (24 h fixed
station monitoring).The monitoring measurements are achieved by
a multidisciplinary team of Guinean researchers.Various types of
sampling are carried out at each monitoring site: water and current
characteristics, benthos analysis (main food source), resource
surveys, studies of various types of plankton (fish larva food source
and living environment).This system (methods, tools and expertise)
has enabled regular monitoring of the coastal ecosystem, while
taking all aspects of the productivity of Guinean estuary areas into
account.
Contact: Jean Le Fur, lefur@ird.fr
For further information: see www.mpl.ird.fr/weblefur/indexG.htm

Research projects
to assess the state
of fisheries resources

In regional fisheries institutions, Ifremer takes part in
scientific diagnostic analyses on the status of fish stocks
and the suitability of production levels relative sustainable
fishing concerns. This expertise responsibility, implemented
by international work groups, relies on statistical data
characterizing fisheries activities and on knowledge of the
species acquired via research projects. Hence, Ifremer and
IRD are jointly involved in CICTA/ICCAT (International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas). Scientific
work to reconstruct bluefin tuna abundance patterns, according
to time-series data covering a period of over 300 years
established on the basis of historical fish-trap data, has shed
light on the overall dynamics of this species.

abundance patterns

Other research projects, such as FADIO (Fish Aggregating
Devices as Instrumented Observatories of pelagic ecosystems),
which involves studies on aggregation processes involving fish
aggregating devices and electronic labelling of tuna, which is
currently being achieved within the framework of the EU Data
Collection Regulation program by Mediterranean European
countries, are aimed at gaining further insight into the individual
behaviour of species.

Time-series graph
on bluefin tuna abundance patterns

Contact: Gildas Le Corre, gildas.le.corre@ifremer.fr

An international program to study
the aggregation of tropical tuna around floating devices
A drifting fish aggregating device viewed from underneath.
The FADIO EU program (Fish Aggregating Devices as
Instrumented Observatories of pelagic ecosystems), funded
by the Research Directorate-General of the European
Commission has just finished. It was coordinated by IRD
(UR 109 THETIS), with most of its field activities conducted
in the Seychelles. The objectives of this programs were:
1) to develop prototypes of new instruments (electronic
tags, also called passive integrated transponders, and
instrumented buoys) in order to be able to directly observe
the movements of tropical tuna, and 2) to collect initial
information on their behaviour around drifting floating
devices. More than half of world catches of tropical tuna are
achieved around these floating fish aggregating devices (FAD).

Contacts: Laurent Dagorn, dagorn@ird.fr
Francis Marsac, marsac@ird.fr

Aquatic ecosystems

However, the reasons underlying this aggregative behaviour
and the impacts are not yet clear. A close partnership
between IRD and SFA (Seychelles Fishing Authority) has
enabled other team members (Spain, Norway, Greece,
Belgium, USA) to carry out leading-edge marine ecoethology
research in the Indian Ocean. The prime location of the
Seychelles, i.e. at the core of tuna fishing activities in the
Indian Ocean, has ensured the success of five oceanographic
missions using a broad range of modern monitoring tools,
e.g. various electronic tags, depth recorders and sonars,
cameras, hydrophones, etc.

M. Taquet © Fadio, IRD-Ifremer

For further information: see www.fadio.ird.fr
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Assessment and monitoring of the impact of fisheries on
the biodiversity of West African estuary and coastal environments.

Experimental fishing with a turning purse seine net in
the Sine Saloum River estuary (Senegal).
In the framework of the Regional Marine Conservation Program
developed within the Subregional Fisheries Committee (Guinea, Guinea
Bissau, Senegal, Gambia, Mauritania, Cape Verde), the RAP research unit
(IRD) and partners assess the impact of small-scale fishing on biodiversity,
resources and estuary and coastal ecosystems (project supported by
the Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie). The response of fish
communities to the fishing stress is complex and therefore the responses
must be assessed at various biological organization scales: individuals,
populations and communities. These various responses provide a key
tool for scientists and decision-makers responsible for managing utilized
aquatic resources. The status of fish communities and their ecosystems
could be determined using specific biological indicators.

Dynamic and exploitation
of deep-sea ecosystems

Aquatic ecosystems

The program of the THETIS (Tropical
Tuna, Environment, Fisheries and
Ecosystem Interactions) research
unit (UR 109, IRD) is focused on
tropical deep sea ecosystems. The
aim is to understand how climatic
variability, particularly global climate
changes, can affect the functioning
of these ecosystems. In addition to
these natural forcings, the increasing
fishing pressure can lead to structural
changes in pelagic ecosystems. In
deep-sea pelagic environments,
tuna fisheries patterns have been
very well documented in all oceans
since the middle of the 20th century.
This provides a basis for studying
the responses of tuna populations
to the increasing and diversified
exploitation of these resources (many
types of gear, multi-species and
continuously changing technologies).
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THETIS aims to compare the
dynamics and exploitation of regional
deep-sea ecosystems to promote
the regionalisation of fisheries

The project partners have carried out ecological and fisheries studies
on the main regional ecosystems (scientific missions, monitoring
commercial fisheries, direct assessment of the abundance and
distribution of fish communities using acoustic instruments). After
a data survey, a first selection was made on quite well documented
systems with relatively different disturbance levels:
! Guinea: Sangareyah Bay, estuaries of Fatala and Konkouré Rivers
! Guinea Bissau: Bijagos archipelago, Rio Grande de Buba
! Gambia: estuary of Gambia River
! Senegal: estuaries of Casamance, Sine Saloum and Senegal Rivers.
! Mauritania: Banc d’Arguin fishing grounds, unexploited area of Banc
d’Arguin
! Cape Verde: coastal area
A preliminary list of about 40 indicators has been proposed. These
indicators were classified into seven groups: carrying capacity of the
environment, abundance and/or biomass, species composition, sizes,
trophodynamic factors, lifecycles and exploitation. Upon agreement,
a group of environmental indicators was added, and some specific
indicators, such as interfaces, flow rate, turbulence, dominance, etc.,
were defined, explained or renamed. Finally, the results of this project
should lead to the development of a decision-support tool for the
diagnostic analysis and control of fishing activities.

Contact: Raymond Lae, raymond.lae@ird.fr
For further information: see www.prcmarine.org

management measures. Indicators
are being developed to assess the
complexity of interactions and design
decision and management tools.
Thematic studies are targeted on
the basis of three basic scientific
questions:
! What physical and biological
processes affect the spatiotemporal
structuring of a migrant resource?
! What tactics and strategies are
developed by fishermen to adapt to
the aggregated nature of this resource?
! What are the joint effects of the
environment and fishing on the
structure and dynamics of deep-sea
ecosystems?
To address these different issues,
the project is structured around five
research themes:
! Gregariousness and aggregation in
fish aggregating devices
! Distributions, movements and
habitats of predators
! Resource-fishermen interactions
! Responses of pelagic ecosystems to
climatic variability and fishing
! Ecosystem modelling and
simulation.

The Indian Ocean is the research
area of THETIS, with staff posted in
Réunion and research projects under
way in the Seychelles, Reunion and in
the Mozambique Channel.
International collaborations have
been developed with institutions in
Europe (Spain: IEO, University of Las
Palmas, Commission Internationale
pour la Conservation des Thons
Atlantique; Sweden: Institute of
Marine Research; Belgium: Université
Libre de Bruxelles), the United States
(University of Hawaii), Australia
(CSIRO), Africa (SFA in the Seychelles;
Madagascar: Institut Halieutique et
des Sciences Marines; South Africa:
University of Capetown, Marine
Coastal Management; Indian Ocean
Tuna Commission), Asia (Maldives:
Marine Research Centre) and Mexico.
National collaborations are under way
with the Centre d’Études Biologiques
de Chisé, Ifremer, Institut universitaire
Européen de la Mer, UPMC, MNHN,
University of Sophia Antipolis,
University of Réunion, etc. !

Aquatic ecosystems

O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

Fishing small pelagic fish in the Mediterranean
sea, offshore Port-Vendres.
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M. Legendre © IRD

Fish culture in floatting cages in the lake
of the Cirata dam (West Java, Indonesia).

Aquaculture:
issues and changes

Aquatic ecosystems
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orld aquaculture production was 4 million t in
1970.This production has increased substantially
since 1980, and in 2003 it reached the 50 million
t landmark (plants included).This is one of the greatest
growth rates of all food production, and now exceeds that of
poultry and pig production.The contribution of aquaculture
to the human diet has increased from 1 kg/inhabitant/year in
the 1970s to more than 6 kg in 2005.This change is a marked
contrast with that of fisheries catches: stagnation of landings
and even regression have been recorded at between 90
and 95 million t for about 10 years. Concerning fish farming
production, 50% comes from sea waters (mainly molluscs
and aquatic plants), 45% from fresh waters (mainly fish), and
5% from brackish waters (mainly shrimps). Many species
are produced: more than 220 animal and plant species were
recorded in 2002, including 25 that accounted for 90% of the
production.

The aquaculture ‘boom’ over the past 20 years is mainly
the result of increased production in developing and
emerging countries (90%), with a major share from Asia
(93%), particularly China (71%). The contribution of
developed countries has dropped from 42% in 1973 to
9.2% in 2003. Moreover, productions that were already
well established in the 1970s accounted for most of this
boom: fresh water fish, mainly in ponds, and molluscs
along coastal areas. Japanese oysters and silver carp
were the two most farmed species in the world in 2004.
More recent production volumes of sea fish and shellfish
in brackish waters are still lower, even though their
contribution in value is higher; sea fish, salmonids and
shellfish represented 14% of the total volume production,
but 40% in terms of value in 2003.

Sea water aquaculture is based especially on carnivorous
fish with a long food chain. It is conducted in floating
cages in intensive or semi-intensive production systems.
The species can be divided into two groups according
to the extent of control of their farming cycle: species
reared under a fully controlled farming system (bass, sea
bream, salmonids) and those in which fry fished in the
natural environment (yellowtail, tuna) are fattened;
Aquaculture is now substantially progressing (estimated
at 4-5% per year until 2020), thus giving rise to the
following challenges.
! Environment quality plays a major role in
aquaculture, especially shellfish aquaculture, a farming
system which is one of the most sustainable added
values with respect to ecological productivity in coastal
areas. It seems essential to relaunch ecotoxicological and
ecopathological research in order to gain insight into and
control phenomena such as toxin production by algal
blooms and bioconcentration of pollutants.
! Research on feeding in intensive aquaculture
systems will have to focus on reducing the impact of
effluents through enhanced feed efficiency and use,
while anticipating the unavoidable reduction in fish oil
and fish meal resources and preserving the quality of
the products. Concerning this latter point, alternative
solutions will involve the diversification of protein
supplies (particularly by adding products from plant
sources) and agroindustrial waste bioconversion
processes.
! Pest control, which is an important aspect of
aquaculture, particularly intensive aquaculture, will have to
favour approaches involving natural resistance (enhanced
by genetic selection), induction of nonspecific defence
mechanisms combined with ecopathological approaches.

! Promotion of sustainable production systems,
beyond their economic viability and environmental impact
management, the expectations and needs of citizenconsumers, including fair trade activities will have to be
taken into account.
! Fresh water aquaculture of low-value species
(USD1/kg) will remain a major aquaculture component,
particularly in developing and emerging countries.
Rational intensification of these systems is a major
complex issue as it requires a combination of traditional
know-how and scientific approaches (nutrition, ecology,
limnology, genetics, sociology, etc.).
! The domestication of new native species
of aquacultural interest is a major future challenge for
aquaculture. By ensuring that the biological cycle of the
farmed species takes place entirely in captivity, this will
enable fish farmers to manage their stocks without having
to obtain juveniles from the natural environment and
to initiate genetic improvement programs. Moreover,
this is the best defence against the introduction of
exotic species and enables production diversification,
which is a constant aim of fish farmers, particularly in
developing countries where fish represents an essential
source of protein. This approach must be accompanied
by careful management of genetic resources within the
farmed populations or in terms of the impact on natural
populations.
! Finally, genetic improvement will be a key to
the development of aquaculture as in all land farming
chains. Present aquaculture species have a substantial
and promising selection and adaptation potential (to
environments and/or specific farming situations) since
they are not or only slightly domesticated. Many traits are
the focus of genetic improvement (adaptation capacities,
growth, yields, flesh quality, resistance to some pathogens,
sterility, etc.) and the breeding methods are diversified
(selection, polyploidisation, monosexing, etc.). Genetic
progress will have major implications for the future of
subsectors since it has a direct impact on the economy,
product quality, environmental friendliness (sterilization
promotes biodiversity preservation by limiting
contamination of wild populations) and animal ethics via
enhanced animal welfare.
Jérôme Lazard (UPR 20, CIRAD),
Béatrice Chatain (BOME, Ifremer)
and Marc Legendre (UR 175, IRD)
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Fresh water aquaculture (45% of total aquaculture
production) has a number of specific characteristics.
It can be closely integrated in agricultural production
systems (agriculture and animal breeding) via shared
water use, recycling of lifestock wastewaters into
fertilizers for aquaculture ponds, or the use of raw
agricultural by-products as fish feed. This mainly involves
species with a short food chain (carp, tilapia, etc.). It
is mostly implemented through extensive and semiintensive production systems within which mixed
farming, fertilization and complementary feeding are
basic elements. However, over the last 20 years, intensive
farming of fresh water species has developed on a very
large scale in floating cages, mainly in Southeast Asia, in a
global farm production intensification setting.
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Main teams
BOME
Département « Biologie
des Organismes Marins Exploités »
(Ifremer)
28 scientists
Director: Évelyne Bachère,
evelyne.bachere@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 13 04 58

UMR 7628
Modèles en biologie cellulaire
et évolutive
(CNRS, UPMC)
17 scientists
Director: Gilles Bœuf,
gilles.boeuf@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 66 88 73 98

UMS 2348 - École Interne EI38
UPMC – Observatoire océanologique
de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, UPMC)
35 scientists
Director: Philippe Lebaron,
lebaron@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 88 16 99

UPR 20
Aquaculture et gestion
des ressources aquatiques
(CIRAD)
8 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Jérôme Lazard,
jerome.lazard@cirad.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 16 64 40
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UR 175 Caviar
Caractérisation et valorisation
de la diversité ichtyologique pour une
aquaculture raisonnée
(IRD)
14 scientists
Director: Marc Legendre,
Marc.Legendre@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 16 64 40

...continued on page 36

Aquaculture and
management of aquatic
resources in countries
of the South
Aquaculture production, mainly
achieved in the tropics, has
increased by 15% per year over
the last 10 years, whereas fishing
production has stagnated or
declined. Tropical aquaculture
must therefore produce more and,
in response to consumer demand,
produce better in the future.
In sub-Saharan Africa (very low
aquaculture production), CIRAD
has long focused its activities on
biotechnical aspects of aquaculture
production of tilapias of the genus
Oreochromis and various African
species (Clarias gariepinus, Heterotis
niloticus, etc.). It is now focusing
on socioeconomic themes such as
key factors concerning innovation,
with the aim of supporting
the development dynamics. In
Brazil, cooperation initiatives are
promoting sustainable development
of aquaculture with respect to its
governance and environmental
impact. The themes investigated
in the Mekong basin are focused
on the domestication of native
species of interest for aquaculture
(Pangasius spp.) and the
optimization of farming chains. In
the Philippines, CIRAD is addressing
the strong demand concerning
coastal aquaculture, including the

analysis of production systems and
dynamics, breeding of a tilapia
strain adapted to brackish water
farming, while enhancing quality
throughout the aquaculture chain.
In this setting, the Aquaculture and
Aquatic Resource Management
internal research unit (UPR20,
CIRAD) has a network of researchers
and partners in Southeast Asia,
Africa and Brazil, where research
is conducted in experimental
stations and in partnership with fish
farmers in the concerned countries.
This unit has a multidisciplinary
scientific platform, which was
formed through the pooling of
teams focusing research on a
common theme, i.e. with IRD’s
Continental, Mediterranean
and Tropical Aquaculture group
(Gamet). It therefore has access
to a complex of experimental
farming structures shared by
Gamet members, including several
recycled and thermoregulated water
systems to supply various tropical
fish farming structures (tanks,
aquariums, hatchery, larval farming
module).
The main species studied are tilapia
(Oreochromis and Sarotherodon)
and African (Heterobranchus) and
Asian (Pangasius) catfish. It also has
physiology and molecular biology
laboratories devoted mainly to
research on functional markers
linked to two traits in tilapia of
major aquaculture interest, i.e. sex
determinism and salinity tolerance.

Fish cage culture in the Japan sea.

The research themes of this unit are
as follows:
! Identification/development/
improvement of the performance
of tilapia species and strains of
aquaculture interest in response to
changes in needs and constraints:
strains with sex determinism
thermosensitivity, strains with high
salinity tolerance (Montpellier and
international).
! Enhancement of quality
throughout the tropical aquaculture
chain, including the identification
and management of constraints of
various operators (Philippines).
! Domestication of species of
aquaculture interest through full
control of the biological cycle using
captive-born broodstock (Laos and
Indochinese Peninsula).
! Development of aquaculture
innovations through an action
research approach in partnership
(Cameroon and sub-Saharan Africa).
! Development and validation
of tools for the assessment of
aquaculture system sustainability in
tropical countries (all countries).

Towards rational
tropical aquaculture
Present and future aquaculture
development requires indepth
knowledge of the genetic structure,
lifescycle and performances of
the fish species relative to their
environment. Zootechnical solutions
are also needed that are in line with
local models and environments.
This is a crucial challenge in
tropical regions because of their
high aquaculture potential and the
present dependence of fish farms on
non-native species.
Following 25 years of IRD
involvement in tropical aquaculture,
the aim of the Characterization
and Development of Ichtyological
Diversity for Rational Aquaculture
research unit (UR175, CAVIAR)
is to boost its knowledge so as
to promote the development
of rational aquaculture with
various non-native fish species.
Research is presently under way
through a network of researchers

and institutional partners in two
regions where freshwater fish
biodiversity is particularly high,
i.e. Indonesia and the Amazon
(Bolivia and Peru). In these two
regions, research is focused on
species of proven or potential
aquaculture interest. These fish
are used for human consumption
(e.g. Characidae and Pimelodidae
in the Amazon, Pangasiidae and
Bagridae in Indonesia) or for their
decorative quality (Apistograma
spp., Chromobotia macracanthus,
Scleropages spp.). In addition, this
research generates knowledge
required for the management of
fisheries and preservation of these
species.
In France, this research unit
conducts projects and coordinates,
along with CIRAD colleagues, the
joint scientific platform Gamet
(cf. above).
The research project of this unit
relies on several ichthyology
disciplines, with the development of
an integrated approach to gain •••

Aquatic ecosystems
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Biological diversity and aquaculture
of catfish in Southeast Asia
Southeast Asian countries are, along with China, top-ranking
world producers of farmed freshwater fish. However, aquaculture
development in these regions is still hampered by the lack of
knowledge on the biology and aquaculture potential of local species.
Since 1996, French (IRD, CIRAD), Belgian, Vietnamese and Indonesian
research institutes have thus been conducting the Catfish Asia
program with EU support. This program, coordinated by IRD, has
enabled researchers to better describe and promote the biological
diversity of Asian catfish. It has also enhanced the control of the life
cycle of catfish in captivity. In Vietnam, control of the reproduction
of Pangasius species has in recent years led to a dramatic increase in
their production, which has until now been dependant on juveniles
caught in the natural environment.

Pangasius djambal, a new catfish species
for Indonesia aquaculture
J. Slembrouck © IRD

Arapaima gigas, a typical
Amazonian fish—a research challenge

© J. Nuñez © IRD
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further insight into the evolution of
the studied groups of species and
populations and their phylogenetic
relationships. It also deals with the
development of fish farming systems
suitable for the target species and for
the different operational settings.
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There are four complimentary fields
of research:
! Taxonomy and phylogeny are
studied using synergic approaches,
including molecular biology,
biometry and osteology, with the aim
of characterizing biological diversity
and evolutionary diversification
patterns.
! The spatiotemporal organization
of population systems is analysed
using molecular markers. This

Research carried out in Indonesia by IRD and RCA (Research Center
for Aquaculture, Jakarta) has led to the identification of a local species
(Pangasius djambal) which is promising for Indonesian aquaculture.
This fast growing catfish has been preselected as a new candidate for
aquaculture because of its large size (over 20 kg), wide geographical
distribution (Java, Sumatra and Kalimantan Islands) and high popularity
amongst consumers. The reproduction of P. djambal in captivity was
controlled for the first time in 1997. The good results in terms
of young fish production and growth in captivity have shown that
this native species is particularly well adapted to farming and could
contribute to the diversification of fish farming in Indonesia. Presently,
its use in fish farming is highly encouraged by local authorities for
the development of a catfish farming chain focused mainly on export
markets. Research on similar aims for the enhancement of the fish
biodiversity in ongoing in the Amazon watershed. Local species of
catfish and other families (such as pirarucu, Arapaima gigas) are also
studied.

Contact: Marc Legendre, Marc.Legendre@mpl.ird.fr

research is aimed at determining
the geographical structure of fish
populations, quantifying gene flows,
developing tools for estimating
and managing genetic variability of
farmed strains and ensuring their
integrity.
! Studies, in the natural environment
and in controlled conditions, of
lifecycle traits, variations and
relationships with environmental
factors are useful for determining the
capacity of populations and species
to respond to environment changes.
Their capacity to adapt to various
farming practices is also determined.
The research deals especially with
reproduction strategies (size and
age at sexual maturity, fertility, egg
size), habitats and diets in the natural

environment, the development
of morphological structures and
physiological systems associated
with ingestion and digestion.
Moreover, ontogenetic variations in
fish requirements and preferences
relative to biotic and abiotic
environmental factors are also a
research focus.
! Based on the acquisition of this
biological knowledge relevant to
aquaculture, controlled reproduction
techniques and methods for farming
and feeding larval fish are optimized.
In parallel, research targeting the
growth stage is geared towards
developing integrated aquaculture
based on the recycling and effective
use of agroindustrial waste (e.g. palm
kernel cake-maggots-fish). •••

Sea bass genetics:
Five research institutions and the four largest European fish farms
are associated in a project on sea bass genetics (2 years, €1 million).
Data has been collected on over 7 000 fish (253 mixed families
obtained through breeding of 33 fathers and 23 mothers) reared in
Italy, Portugal, Israel and France. More than 500 000 measurements
have been carried out, thus generating a huge database on the
genetic variability of about 40 traits related to growth, morphology,
development of the main body compartments, and flesh quality of the
species.

© Ifremer

the EU Heritabolum project

Biometry research site, Heritabolum project
on genetics of seabass
! The echography technique allows in vivo prediction of the final

The implemented breeding and rearing strategy very accurately
pinpointed the genetic parameters of these traits. These parameters
represent a tool which will allow fish farmers to determine, on a
sound scientific basis, selection objectives and strategies tailored to
their needs, rearing and economic conditions, and market. This is a
major advance for the sea bass farming chain, which is still mainly
based on farming of wild fish, since this species has a high individual
selection potential, and gains expected per generation are promising
with respect to the most commercially interesting criteria, e.g.:

! The heritability of the weight trait is high and should allow a gain
in growth of 30-40% for each generation.

evisceration yield.

! The sex ratio is heritable and linked to the weight; growth gains
are thus related to the production of more females, which have 30%
higher growth rates than males.
! Genetic-environment interactions are low. The best families are
always more or less the best at extremely different bulking sites (e.g.
extensive vs intensive, Atlantic waters vs tropical waters).
These results confirm the high performance of French hatcheries,
which are currently pioneers in terms of selection and recognized for
their high quality juvenile production.

Contact: Béatrice Chatain, Beatrice.Chatain@ifremer.fr

Photoperiodism and melatonin:

The Environmental Factors and Adaptive Mechanisms research unit
(UMR 7628) has thus set up a research group (GDR 2821) that
includes researchers from the Ifremer station in Palavas-les-Flots
(BOME) and from the University of Saint-Etienne. The aim is to gain
further insight into the biology of this species, and thus contribute
to optimizing the conditions for its development, growth and
reproduction. Ongoing research on other fish models are focused

on assessment of the impact of current climate changes on the
physiology of organisms and on ecosystems. Finally, this research
is of medical interest since melatonin, which induces cyclic time,
appears to be a linear time marker and its role in aging processes
and associated pathologies is being assessed. Research on this
aspect is under way with a local shrew that has a life expectancy of
less than 2 years, so it is suitable for this type of investigation.

Contact: Jack Falcón, jack.falcon@obs-banyuls.fr

in continuous darkness
at constant temperature

days
Melatonin is produced in a larger amount at night (red
background) than during the day (white background): the
biological clock enables the organism to maintain this rhythm for
several days in continuous darkness at constant temperature.

Aquatic ecosystems

All activities of living organisms—
from molecules to cells,
organs to individuals and
organized societies—are
rhythmic. These rhythms
are generally produced by
internal biological clocks, so it is
thus possible to anticipate and therefore
be better prepared for environmental
variations. The ticking of a biological clock is the
result of the oscillatory and autonomous activity of
molecular units functioning in loop. Daily and seasonal variations in
lighting and temperature represent the winding key that keeps the
oscillations synchronized at a natural frequency. Melatonin is the
‘hormonal hand’ of biological clocks. Variations in melatonin levels
in the blood are in accordance with photoperiod and temperature
fluctuations in the surrounding environment. This hormone keeps
the organism informed on the time of day and season of the year.
Melatonin thus controls daily rhythms, e.g. awake/sleep, locomotion,
feeding and even skin pigmentation rhythms, and yearly rhythms of
vital functions such as growth and reproduction. These issues are
addressed in a fish of major socioeconomic interest in the region,
i.e. Mediterranean bass.

melatonin (pg/ml)

n
tz

er

their role in development, growth and reproduction of Mediterranean bass
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Basis of sex determinism and gonadal differentiation
for sex control in aquaculture

J. Lazard © CIRAD

O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

Research carried out by the Aquaculture and Aquatic Resource
Management research unit (CIRAD) and its partners (INRA,
University of Würzburg in Germany, University of Galway in
Ireland, University of Pisa in Italy, and the private company FranceTurbot) led to the characterization of sex determinism in turbot
and the production of broodstock that generate monosexual
female progeny with better growth rates than males. In tilapia, close
correlations between the sexual genotype and the masculinising
effects of temperature were documented. In this species group, sex
is therefore determined by the interaction between major genetic
factors carried by sex chromosomes, minor factors and by the
rearing temperature. Molecular analysis of the sex determinism
cascade led to the identification of markers linked to sex in platy
and medaka, along with key genes controlling sexual differentiation
in tilapia, trout and bass. In particular, the major role of oestrogens
in ovarian differentiation of fish was demonstrated.This knowledge
should pave the way to the development of new approaches for
controlling sex in fish. Forty-four papers have been published in
international journals on the results of this project.

#Seabass in culture cages
(Dicentrarchus labrax)
$ Nile Tilapia
(Oreochromis niloticus)

Contact: Jean-François Baroiller, baroiller@cirad.fr

Other teams conducting
research on this theme
LER/LR
Laboratoire Environnement Ressources
en Languedoc-Roussillon
(Ifremer)
25 scientists
Director: Thierry Laugier,
Thierry.Laugier@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 96

UMR 5119 ECOLAG
Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
59 scientists
Director: Marc Troussellier,
troussel@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 37 19

UMR 5569 HSM
HydroSciences Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM1, UM2)
60 scientists
Director: Éric Servat,
servat@msem.univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 47 74

UR097 ECO-UP
Structuration et fonctionnement
des écosystèmes d’upwelling exploités :
analyses comparatives en vue d’une
approche écosystémique
(IRD)
13 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Pierre Fréon,
pierre.freon@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 16 64 40
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UR 167 CYROCO
Cyanobactéries des milieux
aquatiques tropicaux peu profonds :
rôles et contrôles
(IRD)
14 scientists
Director: Robert Arfi,
arfi@univmed.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 91 04 16 35

Sustainable production
of marine animals: fish,
shellfish and shrimp
The Biology of the Exploited Marine
Organisms department (BOME,
Ifremer) consists of two laboratories:
! The Languedoc-Roussillon
Aquaculture Laboratory (LALR),
with three teams, i.e. the
Genetics-Reproduction team and
Environment-Health team, which are
specialized in aquaculture (Palavas),
and the Immune Response team
(UM2), which deals with marine
invertebrate models (shellfish and
shrimp)
! The Aquaculture Laboratory of
Martinique (LAM).
The BOME department aims to
mobilize research skills and initiatives
in support of aquaculture chains:
fish farming (including tropical),
production of bivalve shellfish
(oysters) and penaeid shrimp. It
contributes to the sustainable
production of marine animals
farmed in optimal health conditions
and in different environments,
ranging from highly controlled to
very open (natural environments).
This department’s approach is
based on the selection of lines that
perform well (economic criteria),

are highly resistant (health and
adaptation to farming conditions
without antibiotics), and are reared
in environment-friendly intensive
and extensive systems. The models
utilized are fish (bass, Dicentrarchus
labrax), shellfish (oyster, Crassostrea
gigas) and shrimp (including
Lipopenaeus stylirostris).
Aquaculture sustainability is
promoted through projects geared
towards developing methods for
assessment of the sustainability of
various fish farming production
systems in different geographical
and socioeconomic environments.
These multidisciplinary projects
are conducted in partnership with
socioeconomic science specialists.
BOME also coordinates the Overseas
Marine Fish-farming project, which
focuses on the development and
socioeconomic analysis of corb
(Sciaenops ocellatus) rearing and on
the prospects for diversification of
other tropical species.
Research is carried out on:
! Interactions between the fish
farming environment (particularly
in closed circuit systems) and the
health status of the fish, while
seeking a balance to ensure the
welfare of the fish, thus optimizing
their performances. The research

is thus focused on various fields:
environment and biosafety control,
gaining insight into mechanisms
underlying the health status,
ecophysiology and ethology,
particularly the feeding behaviour, of
farmed species.
! Characterization of the immune
response, which is a major
physiological function of farmed
organisms, while focusing especially
on antimicrobial peptides/proteins
and their interaction with microbial
populations, in order: (i) to study
environmental effects on the
immune response, (ii) to identify
pathogen resistance factors and
traits to enhance adaptation to
fish farming conditions, (iii) to
develop alternatives to antibiotics as
immunity biomolecules, (iv) and to

conduct biotests to assess the health
and intrinsic immune capacities of
reared animals.
! Determinism of the sexual activity
and quality of genital products
for the development of broodstock
management procedures to ensure
safe juvenile production (genetic
selection program). This knowledge
is useful for ecotoxicological
approaches and also to validate the
fisheries data.
! Optimal use of the genetic
potential of fish, for: (i) designing
individual schemes to select
for growth and quality (filleting
yield, fatness, muscle fat content,
morphology), feeding efficiency
and health, (ii) production of
monosexed and/or sterile animals
via triploidization or hybridation.

LALR facilities in Palavas is an
experimental platform consisting
of four farming buildings with
many rearing tanks (zootechnical
experiment in controlled conditions
at various development stages),
a room for water quality analysis,
rooms for biochemical and molecular
biology analysis, for raising live prey,
for cryopreservation, and a room for
biosafe rearing to control diseases.
Collaborations are under way
with French (INRA, CIRAD, IRD,
CNRS, etc.), foreign (EU research
laboratories, including some located
in Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean
area, Asia, etc.) and private partners
(aquaculture farms, biotechnology
companies, etc.). !

Since 1980, IRD has been investigating the West African euryhaline
tilapia Sarotherodon melanotheron in Côte d’Ivoire and Montpellier.
The GENETICS program (93-98) identified the subspecies
heudelotii (SMH), from Senegal, as an interesting candidate for
farming. SMH lives in saltwater environments and feeds on
sedimentary organic matter, fixed algae and phytoplankton,
while the fry feed on zooplankton. The CYROCO unit currently
conducts research on a system associating fish farming and a
closed-circuit plankton lagoon system (wastewater treatment)
under a glasshouse. A prototype of this Integral Recycling
Aquaculture System (SARI; patented by IRD) is installed at the
IRD centre at Mbour (Senegal). SARI reduces organic and mineral
matter loss. The phytoplankton, fertilized through mineralization
of fish excreta and unused feed, is used by herbivorous
zooplankton (Brachionus rotifers) in the farming circuit. These
rotifers help regulate the phytoplankton biomass and also serve as
complementary feed for fry and juveniles.
SARI offers several advantages: savings of 2/3 of the feed, decrease
in the effluent volume through organic matter recycling, protection
of fish farms from pathogens and competitors (well water),
protection of local populations from genetic contamination

General view of SARI system
at the IRD centre at MBour (Senegal).
(fish escapes), savings of fresh water (1% of daily inflow is enough,
whereas 10% would be required in classic semi-intensive farming
conditions). The experiments assess the functional ecology of
fish-plankton food webs. The aim is to identify and quantify forcing
factors controlling the physical and biological compartments and
associated flows of matter and energy in order to develop a
dynamic model of this system.
SARI will enable fish farmers to decrease their tilapia production
costs to less than €1/kg, thus making it competitive on world
markets. In Senegal, where there is a lack of a fish farming tradition,
professional fish merchants have shown most interest in this
technique. In the future, this technique could also be attractive to
cooperatives and small local producers.
Contacts: Sylvain Gilles, Sylvain.Gilles@ird.sn
Xavier Lazzaro, Xavier.Lazzaro@ird.sn

Aquatic ecosystems

About 30% of all food products of aquatic origin are produced by
aquaculture. When based on rearing carnivorous fish (salmon, bass),
fish farming is barely compatible with sustainable development
principles. Flat costs are high because fish-meal feed is required.
These fish meals can concentrate pollutants like dioxin. Intensive
fish farms use considerable quantities of water and the effluents,
which have high organic matter concentrations, can be damaging for
the environment. It would therefore be interesting to develop the
production of species situated at the bottom of the food chain, e.g.
carp and tilapia. These predominantly herbivorous scavengers get
protein from plant sources, which are less expensive and not prone
to pollutant buildup. Tropical climatic conditions are ideal for this type
of production in phytoplankton-rich ‘green water’.

S. Gilles (UR 167) © IRD

Farming organic and inexpensive tilapia:
the advantages of integral recycling
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Tilapia culture in floating
bamboo cages (Taal lake, Philippines).
J. Lazard © CIRAD

Assessment of the sustainability of
aquaculture production systems:
development of a method and application in various tropical and temperate environments

Aquatic ecosystems

This project is conducted by the Aquaculture and Aquatic
Resource Management research unit (CIRAD) in partnership
with INRA, Ifremer, IRD and UM1. It proposes a generic method
for the analysis of aquaculture development factors, with the
aim of assessing the sustainability of the system and tailoring it
to local conditions according to different stakeholders’ views.
A common framework for the analysis of aquaculture systems
must be developed to facilitate the integration of sustainability
factors. A framework designed to represent aquaculture systems
will be proposed as an intermediate product. This method aims at
developing and implementing principles, criteria and indicators to
promote sustainable aquaculture activities.
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These indicators will be constructed, with the participation of
various groups of stakeholders, under the environmental and
socioeconomic conditions that prevail in five different study areas,
thus reflecting very different aquaculture challenges, these sites
include:
! Brittany: decreased intensive freshwater trout production,
increased regulation pressure, very strictly supervised
environmental setting, stagnation of markets;
! Mediterranean area: shift from cage farming systems to indoor
farming systems, which are more intensive because of the high
land and tourism pressure along the coast;

! Philippines: continuously changing intensification levels in
coastal fish farming systems;
! Cameroon: development of fish farming innovations linked
with agricultural production system diversification dynamics, in a
sometimes drastic socioeconomic change setting;
! Indonesia: village fish farming integrated with other agricultural
or non-agricultural activities, and the fast development raises the
question of its environmental impact.
The results should provide a decision-support tool in terms of
farm management and development policy implementation. This
project will consolidate the existing research group and broaden
its scope to include sustainable aquaculture development, and
a multidisciplinary approach will be implemented with several
partners. The generic aspect of this approach could be utilized for
the analysis of other agricultural production systems in order to
take local geographical features into account in interactions with
stakeholders.
Contact: Jérôme Lazard, lazard@cirad.fr

© E. Bachère

Innate immunity and disease
prevention in aquaculture
Marine organisms live in an environment
which is rich in microorganisms, some of
which are internal commensal microflora.
During evolution, they have reached an
equilibrium state with their environment
and their immune system has adapted to
preserve them from potential microbial
infections. However, farmed animals are
subjected to a human-made environment and rearing practices which may
be conducive to the development of some infectious diseases. These can
seriously hamper aquaculture activities, especially in open environments.
The prevention approach is also favoured over curative treatment. It is
based on knowledge on immunity, assessment of the health status of
animals and on genetic selection for disease resistant lines. Research
is carried out to characterize the immune response, with special
attention to antimicrobial peptides/proteins. The EU Immunaqua project
(Antimicrobial immune effectors in marine invertebrates: characterization
and application for disease control in aquaculture) has focused on
characterization of antimicrobial peptides in marine invertebrates and
their potential application in aquaculture. The BOME department has
thus assessed the possibility of using these natural biomolecules as an
alternative to antibiotics. Indeed, intensive use of antibiotics has negative
impacts on the environment and public health. Experimental trials are
presently under way (CIRAD collaboration) within the framework of
the ‘valuation of the use of antimicrobial peptides of marine origin in
aquaculture—an alternative to antibiotic use’ project (funded by the
National Research Agency, ANR) to analyse the protective effect of
antimicrobial peptides on farmed fish (Dicentrarchus labrax).
The Immunaqua project has highlighted that, in penaeid shrimp, genes
encoding antimicrobial peptides are phenotypic markers that could
be used in genetic selection. Indeed, they revealed better health and
survival capacities with respect to specific animal infections. This research
promotes a sustainable approach to aquaculture concerning all farmed
species. This research will be continued via many collaborations and
partnerships with the private sector in order to facilitate the transfer of
these new concepts and associated techniques.
Contact: Évelyne Bachère, ebachere@ifremer.fr

© J.F. Pepin

# Penaeid
shrimp,
Litopenaeus
vannamei
% Seabass,
Dicentrachus
labrax
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For further information: see www.immunaqua.com
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Oyster culture on table (Hérault, France).
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Resource quality
and biomonitoring
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The molecules investigated are not always those most
used. The emergence of new contaminants questions
their sanitary and ecotoxicological risk potential. New
molecules and formulas belonging to categories such
as medicines, beauty care products, substances that
upset reproductive functions, and nanotechnologies
are specifically studied. They can be found in trace
amounts mixed in complex matrices with other
aquatic contaminants of natural (algae toxins) or
human (pesticides, PCBs, HAP, dioxins, etc.) origin. The
recent European Water Framework Directive (and
its implementation under French law) stresses the
importance of ensuring that all water bodies are in good
chemical and ecological condition. Tools are thus required
to assess the extent of chemical contamination of water
relative to legal levels, and to foresee the effects of new
contaminating agents. These tools use technologies which
can detect trace amounts of these contaminating agents
in complex environments, e.g. water, sediments and living
organisms.
It is thus essential to study environment-health
relationships on the basis of knowledge of sanitary,
toxic and ecotoxicological risks. The National HealthEnvironment Plan and its application in LanguedocRoussillon region is focused on eight topics, three of
which require skills in biomonitoring and biological
resource quality, for instance: topic II ‘Protect public
health by improving the quality of environments’, topic IV
‘Better control risks linked to chemical substances’ and
topic VI ‘Mobilize and develop the research and expertise
potential’.
Environmental studies are essential to be able to meet
national and regional health-environment objectives. The
results are also used to enhance knowledge required
for the preservation of resources from a sustainable
development perspective. European programs that are
under way or being developed in the Mediterranean
area are aimed at reaching these objectives. The regional
features in Languedoc-Roussillon have prompted specific
studies on:

! The vulnerability of lagoon ecosystems: the
Languedoc coast is the focus of intensive agriculture
(vineyards, vegetable crops, etc.) and intense urban
expansion. More than 400 synthetic pesticide molecules,
included in more than 8 800 formulations, are used in
agriculture and in urban areas (upkeep of municipal parks
and gardens, weeding). Levels of contamination from
urban areas can be high, considering the high leaching
coefficients of the sealed surfaces on which these
chemical molecules are applied. Moreover, Mediterranean
rainfall patterns can result in the accumulation of
high contaminant concentrations over short periods.
Contaminant levels in exposed environments should be
known for the assessment of ecotoxicological and human
health risks. Lagoon environments are the first receivers
of catchment basin outflow water. Accurate knowledge
on the nature and levels of phytosanitary products
present is needed for efficient long-term management of
the quality of these high heritage value ecosystems.
! The sustainability of shellfish aquaculture and
shellfish fisheries, which is a major socioeconomic
challenge for the region. For several years, many
phycotoxin contaminations have upset this activity,
resulting in major losses for the shellfish farmers
and fishermen. The development of an early efficient
warning system requires assessment of toxin levels
and their profiles in the environment. The analysis of
toxins in water, plankton, and shellfish would enable the
development of an early warning system.
! Outfalls in the sea release treated wastewater
coming from major urban areas. The released
organic substances should be qualitatively and
quantitatively detected and identified in order to validate
the progress achieved in terms of wastewater treatment.
Assessment criteria for treatment systems do not take
into account the diverse range of released organic
molecules which could have an impact on the resource
and environment quality. A scientific approach that takes
multiple contaminating substances in trace amounts and
the long term impact into account is thus planned.
This approach brings together teams to conduct research
on a broad range of themes for which environmental data
are essential. It facilitates leading-edge research geared
towards environmental protection appications.
Claude Casellas (HSM, CNRS, IRD, UM1, UM2)
and Thierry Laugier (LER/LR, Ifremer)

Aquatic ecosystems

ising urban expansion along the Mediterranean
coastline (shores, ponds, hinterland) increases
effluent discharges in catchment basins,
as characterized by an intermittent water regime.
Biomonitoring has been initiated in coastal and marine
environments to assess water and resource quality with
respect to their use by shellfish farming and coastal
fisheries.
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Environment quality
and resource quality in
the Languedoc-Roussillon
region

The main teams
EA 3678 IMAGES
Institut de Modélisation et d’Analyse en
Géo-Environnements et Santé
(UPVD)
20 scientists
Director: Catherine Goyet,
cgoyet@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 21 44

LER/LR
Laboratoire Environnement Ressources
en Languedoc-Roussillon
(Ifremer)
25 scientists

Aquatic ecosystems

Director: Thierry Laugier,
Thierry.Laugier@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 96
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UMR 5569 HSM
HydroSciences Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM1, UM2)
60 scientists
Director: Éric Servat,
servat@msem.univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 47 74

...continued on page 44

Assignments of the EnvironmentResource Laboratory in LanguedocRoussillon (LER/LR, Ifremer) can be
classified according to four major
activities:
! Coastal monitoring by
implementing and developing
national networks for monitoring
environment and resource quality, in
addition to regional networks;
! Regional, national, and European
research and studies, in partnership
with specialised laboratories, to boost
knowledge on ecosystems (especially
semi-closed coastal environments),
analysis of anthropogenic impacts
on the environment and shellfish
resources, responses to questions
from citizens in terms of coastal
protection and development;
! Expertise for local governments,
public institutions and professional
structures, and recommendations for
ministries and decentralized services;
! Mobilizing knowledge and acquired
results to benefit professionals,
governmental services, local
authorities and the public, and
transferring methods to professionals.
For environmental issues, the
LER/LR study area stretches from
the mouth of Petit-Rhône River, to
the Spanish border. Its activities
concern coastal waters and fronts
of Languedoc-Roussillon region and
four departments (Gard, Herault,
Aude and Pyrénées Orientales). This
area is characterized by two unique

coastal units, i.e. lagoon ecosystems
and the continental slope and shelf
in the Gulf of Lion. For shellfish
resources, LER/LR is responsible for
the national Mediterranean seaboard.
This laboratory conducts its activities
on fish farming sites and natural
shellfish production sites along the
coast (lagoons and bays) and in the
open sea. Its activities are in the
following areas:
! The laboratory serves as an
observatory and monitors the quality
of water, coastal environments and
shellfish resources, while fulfilling
heritage management requirements
and regulatory obligations. It runs five
regional networks (ROCCH [ex-RNO],
REMI, REPHY, REMORA, REPAMO)
and a specific network for monitoring
eutrophication levels and the quality
of lagoon environments, i.e. the
Lagoon Monitoring Network. It is
part of an interregional network on
biological integrators (RINBIO).
! It provides decision support for
local and regional institutional and
professional partners of Ifremer
(advice, expertise, analysis). This
support concerns the management
and preservation of coastal
environments and shellfish resources,
the preservation and sustainable
development of related economic
activities, including the sanitary
aspects.
! It conducts studies and research
on interactions between resources,
environment and health and
on enhancing knowledge in
support of the development and
integrated management of specific
environments along the national
Mediterranean seaboard (semi-closed

© Ifremer – LER-LR

# Aerial view of the Ayrolle lagoon, with pristine water aquatic seaweeds
are mainly phanerogams (France, Languedoc-Roussillon)
& Effects of eutrophication: bloom of the green algae
in the Prévost lagoon (France, Languedoc-Roussillon).
H. Farrugio © Ifremer

From research
to ecological diagnosis:
The Lagoon Monitoring Network
to support management of lagoon
environments in Languedoc-Roussillon
In Languedoc-Roussillon region, coastal lagoons are ecosystems of major interest for
both their heritage and economic value. They represent an area of more than 40 000 ha
and half of the coast length. However, due to high population growth and urban
expansion in catchment basins, they are subjected to increasing quantities of nitrogen
and phosphorus inputs, thus disrupting their ecological functioning.
To accurately assess this disruptive condition, a set of biological indicators has been
constructed from a set of lagoons representative of the observed eutrophication
gradient. These indicators have been tested on another set of lagoons. Based on an
ecological analysis of several compartments of the lagoon ecosystem (water column,
sediments, phytoplankton, macrophytobenthos), this assessment tool can be used to
characterize the state of the environment relative to eutrophication on five levels (from
a nondisrupted to a highly disrupted state). Comparative analysis of the indicators and
compartments can explain the causes and effects of eutrophication, and direction and
state of ecosystem change. With routine applications on 23 lagoons of this region, within
the framework of the Lagoon Monitoring Network, which is the result of a partnership
between Languedoc-Roussillon Region, Agence de l’Eau Rhône-Méditerranée-Corse
and Ifremer, this tool provides managers and decisionmakers with a yearly appraisal on
the state of the lagoons they manage. The aim is to be able to issue warnings in case of
lagoon degradation or to assess the results of management measures taken with a view
to their preservation or restoration.
Contact: Thierry Laugier, Thierry.Laugier@ifremer.fr

Aquatic ecosystems

coastal environments, i.e. lagoons,
and the open sea). It takes part in
the EU DITTY and SPICOSA projects,
and PNEC Mediterranean Lagoons
research, etc.
! It is involved in the development
and application of operational
coastal oceanography tools, such
as monitoring and measurement
instruments, tools for simulation and
representation of environmental and
resource change trends with digital
hydrodynamic and ecological models
and GIS.
! It is developing a shared knowledge
base to enhance dissemination of
information on the environment.
The integrated approaches used
for environment monitoring,
such as coastal management and
development, require a shared
knowledge base. Ifremer has a
major role to play in developing
and implementing this reference
system within the regional program
SYSCOLAG. The laboratory’s specific
contribution involves gaining insight
into the functioning of lagoon
ecosystems, their modelling, quality
monitoring and the development
of tools to support their sustainable
management. •••

For further information, see http://rsl.cepralmar.com
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Experiment on water recirculating
system applied to aquaculture
D. Lacroix © Ifremer

Other teams conducting
research on this theme
BOME
Département Biologie
des Organismes Marins Exploités
(Ifremer)
28 scientists
Director: Évelyne Bachère,
evelyne.bachere@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 13 04 58

UMR 5119 ECOLAG
Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
59 scientists
Director: Marc Troussellier,
troussel@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 37 19

UMR 5474 LAMETA
Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Economie
Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, UM1, Montpellier SupAgro, INRA)
6 scientists
Director: Marc Willinger,
willinger@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 15 83 67

Aquatic ecosystems

Director of IFR 129: François Valette,
valette@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
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UR 167 CYROCO
Cyanobactéries des milieux
aquatiques tropicaux peu profonds :
rôles et contrôles
(IRD)
16 scientists
Director: Robert Arfi,
arfi@univmed.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 91 04 16 35

Biogeochemical processes
and ecological risks
Research conducted by the
HydroSciences Montpellier
Laboratory (HSM, UMR 5569
CNRS, UM2, IRD, UM1) specifically
concerns studies of climatic
and anthropogenic impacts
on Mediterranean and tropical
hydrosystems. This water resource
oriented research includes three
themes: water in the environment
and associated risks, water as a
mobilizable and usable resource,
and water and climate change.
There are three main focuses, with
the first one concerning aquatic
resources: (i) Biogeochemical
processes and ecological risk
(organic contaminating substances
and biomonitoring of the aquatic
environment [ECORISK], sourcestransport-biotransformation of
inorganic contaminating substances,
pollution of mining origin [POM];
(ii) Karsts and fissured environments:
hydrogeology and transfer;
(iii) hydrological variability: analysis,
mechanisms and impacts on water
resources; and (iv) Hydrological risks
linked to extreme events.

For this research, analytical
techniques must be developed
using new markers of the transfer
of contaminating substances in
water. Major and trace elements
in water are determined in the
analysis laboratory (Water Science
Centre), while levels of nutrients
(N, P) and organic contaminating
substances (GC-MS) are analysed
in another laboratory (UM1).
The field logistics team is a
joint HSM service, providing
technical recommendations on
instrumentation choices, setup
and maintenance of field sites and
preventive actions.
The following are among the many
research programs: the environmenthealth interface (Assessment of
unintentional endocrine effects of
pesticides), the national endocrine
disrupting substances program
(PNRPE, assessment of the impact
of endocrine disrupting substances
on aquatic environments), INCOSSA (use of mullet as an indicator
of coastal environment changes),
PNEC, the Ifremer MEDICIS program
(Emerging contaminating substances
and biomonitoring: outfalls in the

The detection of pollutants in
different environments is essential
for control, including investigations
on the fate of these pollutants.
Standard physicochemical analysis
techniques are increasingly powerful,
but also more complicated and
costly. Hence, the development of
simple analysis methods is necessary.
One of the objectives of IMAGES,
the Institute of Modelling and
Analysis in Geoenvironments and
Health (UPVD), is to develop sensors
using various biological receptors:
enzymes (acetylcholinesterase and
phosphatise protein), antibodies, or
biological elements like thylacoids,

Water management and
treatment in aquaculture:
various partnership
projects
Large amounts of water are used in aquaculture production, i.e.
to produce 1 kg of fish, about 100 m3 of water must circulate in
a rearing tank. This water can be directly pumped, then released
after use in the natural environment if it is a flow-through system.
This water can be treated and reused for farming in closed
circuit system. The amount of water pumped into the natural
environment is then reduced by about 100-fold. Aquaculture
production always generates polluted effluents, with a flow
rate equivalent to that of the water pumped into the natural
environment. The nutrient concentration in the effluent water is
inversely proportional to the flow rate. Methods for treating this
water should be compatible with large-scale use in cost-effective
conditions.
Several projects are being conducted by the Environment-Health
team (Palavas station) concerning the treatment of water in
recycling loops and effluent water so as to make it reuseable in
aquaculture systems. This research promotes the sustainability of
aquaculture production systems.
! GRRAS (Towards elimination of Growth Retardation in
marine Recirculation Aquaculture Systems for turbot) is striving
to improve the quality of recirculated water in which some
substances may build up that can have an inhibiting impact on fish
growth. This impact is low for some species (bass) and very high
for others (turbot). GRRAS aims to identify substances that are
responsible for this growth inhibition and their origin, and then to
develop methods to eliminate them (partnership research/private
producers, Netherlands, France, Germany, UK).

and whole cells (bacteria and
cyanobacteria). The targets are
insecticides, weed killers and toxins
found in the aquatic environment
(microcystine, okadaic acid, etc.).
Studies on the impact of these
pollutants on living organisms are
also important. There are therefore
two main research focuses:
(i) Assessment of environmental
problems using bioanalytical
methods, and (ii) Methods for
assessing the impact of xenobiotics
and pollutants on health and
environment. !

Experiment on water recirculating system
applied in a private farm
! Aquaetreat (Improvement and innovation of aquaculture
effluent TREATment technology) aims to develop methods for the
treatment and effective use of effluents from various types of fish
farm. The aim is also to determine the impacts of these treatments
on the environment and the economy of these businesses. This
project is coordinated by the Federation of European Aquaculture
Producers which coordinates a European partnership (Belgium,
Italy, France, Denmark, UK) between four fish farms using different
systems (flow-through and with recirculation, fresh water, sea
water) and four research institutes.
! Pearl (Fish Farming in Recycled Lagoon Water), in partnership
with Eastern European countries (Croatia, Romania, Russia, Czech
Republic), is focused on the reuse of effluent water in the rearing
loop after algal treatment. It focuses on the performances and
flesh quality of fish that are reared in such completely closed
systems.
Contact: Jean-Paul Blancheton,
Jean.Paul.Blancheton@fremer.fr

Aquatic ecosystems

Internationally, HSM collaborates
with research and higher education
structures, mainly around the
Mediterranean Basin and in subSaharan Africa. Its foreign sites
(Tunisia, Lebanon, Benin, Mali)
are effective in reinforcing local
teams and developing balanced
partnerships. Its participation in
FRIEND scientific networks (AMHY
and AOC) of UNESCO strengthens
its Mediterranean and West African
commitment. In the regions, HSM
has close collaborations with local
authorities and a large number of
businesses in Languedoc-Roussillon
region. At the institutional level, HSM
is a key partner of the Water Science
Centre in Montpellier.

Pollutants and
their impacts
on health and water

© C. Przybyla

sea, coastal lagoons, monitoring in
the Mediterranean), etc.
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Use of GIS for the gulf of Gera in Greece
(available on website of Ditty : www.dittyproject.org).

DITTY: A European program
to save Euro-Mediterranean lagoons (2003-2006)

Aquatic ecosystems

Almost every year, chemical or bacterial contaminations,
eutrophication phenomena, toxic algal blooms and the entry
of invasive species have harmful ecological and economic
consequences in lagoon environments, especially in coastal
lagoons along the Mediterranean Sea. The exploitation of living
marine resources via fishing or aquaculture, as well as tourism,
are directly concerned by the biological equilibrium of these
fragile environments. These regularly observed nuisances are
usually due to human activities in the catchment basins of these
lagoons, with a direct or indirect impact on the water quality.
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Aware of the importance of these ecosystems and their
slow degradation, the EU has decided to fund a large-scale
research program associating 17 partners from five countries
(Portugal, Spain, France, Italy and Greece). The DITTY program
(Development of an Information Technology Tools for the
management of Southern European lagoons) has—for the French
party and at the Thau lagoon site—mobilized researchers from
CNRS (Montpellier), Ifremer (Sète and Brest), UM1 (UMR
LAMETA) and UM2 (UMR ECOLAG and HSM), CEPRALMAR
(Centre for Research and Promotion of Lagoon and Maritime
Activities in Roussillon) and DIREN LR (Regional Environment
Authority).

This program aims to create, as part of the European Water
Framework Directive, scientific bases and operational tools
to promote the sustainable use and management of lagoon
resources. This will generate a decision-support tool designed
specifically for regional and local authorities. It includes
databases, GIS applications, digital models and scenario analyses
to take the effects of catchment basin inputs on ecosystems into
account, along with hydroclimatic changes and their predictable
socioeconomic consequences.
Contact for the Thau Lagoon site:
Annie Fiandrino, Annie.Fiandrino@ifremer.fr
For further information, see www.dittyproject.org

Aquatic ecosystems

O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

View of the coastline above Maguelone
(Hérault, France).
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O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

Human impacts on the coastline at Palavas-les-Flots (Hérault, France).

Aquatic ecosystems

Economic challenges,
development,
public policies
and governance tools
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‘Environmental attacks’ are constantly diversifying (stock
collapses, proliferation of toxic algae, etc.) while their
intensity, frequency and/or multiplicity increase at some
sites. In this major management issue, the main focuses
of the social sciences are, naturally, local communities
and territories whose future depends most directly on
resources. Shore and coastal areas, which are coveted for
a variety of reasons by a broad range of stakeholders and
often the focus of landuse and resource appropriation
conflicts, can concern specialists from most human and
social sciences (HSS) disciplines, who may be asked
to intervene on various accounts, e.g. economy and
management, geography, sociology, political science,
history, etc.
First focused on the issues and the impact of
anthropogenic ‘forcing’ on the environment, the
corresponding problems and approaches change
systemically in favour of more global analysis of process
causes and consequences, and in fine of issues concerning
the management of target populations, and types of
appropriate incentives that could, if needed, change their
behaviours. This research complements other studies
carried out on interactions between ecosystems and
societies, through investigations on the impacts of human
activities on ecosystems, along with risks to which
societies are exposed, in terms of economic impacts and/
or effects on health, and responses provided by societies
through public policies to regulate the use of these
resources so as not to jeopardize their conservation*.
Contributions of the social sciences can be applicable at
several scales:
! At the ‘micro’ level, close to the places and
stakeholders for which the management is targeted,
with the study of the behaviours of stakeholders and
businesses within the framework of their exploitation
and uses of the ecosystem, as well as their reactions,
which can be interpreted in terms of dependence or
vulnerability to changes in the state of ecosystems.
! At the ‘meso’ level, whereby the ecosystem is
located in a territory, while analysing the representations
that stakeholders construct, their weight as a heritage
element in the local culture. As we know, these
representations play an essential role in the structuring of
local communities and in the choice of their strategies.

! At the ‘macro’ level, particularly through the
study of governance systems which are progressively
implemented to try to manage all of the mentioned
interactions. At this level, HSS problems have markedly
changed over the last two decades, with their primary
concerns of development and optimization of ecosystem
exploitation methods gradually becoming discrete in the
light of society’s environmental resource conservation
requirements and expectations.
New prospects for sustainable development and ethically
responsible governance have led to integration of the
so-called collective action field within regulation issues,
with the aim of associating several managers (national
governments, Europe, local governments, etc.) with a
wider group of stakeholders. The often divergent interests
of all of these stakeholders should be more systematically
dealt with in relatively formal or restrictive discussions.
Moreover, these new regulation systems should effectively
meet the objectives of boosting the participation and
awareness of populations recently introduced in public
policies at all levels through international conventions,
such as the Aarhus Convention for Europe.
Scientifically, this recent change in realities, and shared
views on these realities within and around aquatic
ecosystems, is accompanied by a positive change in the
image and roles of human sciences, in their relationships
with other sciences and within the framework of
public policy development**. Although they have long
‘trailed behind’ the so-called ‘hard’ sciences in research
contracts, from local to international, particularly to
address concerns on the assessment of socioeconomic
and environmental impacts, human and social sciences
(HSS) specialists are indeed usually involved as fullyfledged partners, even project leaders. They specifically
define architectures adapted at the organizing stage, while
helping to obtain results in connection with the more
general expectations of the institutions that fund them,
and therefore to better meet ‘society’s demand’. Beyond
this objective, established collaborations have often
enabled transfers from one field of knowledge to another.
They have also enabled the development of methods
and/or data, even of new approaches to problems at
hand, which could not be developed otherwise***. This
has marked a clear change with respect to EU-funded
research during the last three Framework Programmes
for Research and Development. In the most recent
programme (FP 7), HSS involvement now seems to be
natural and essential.
François Valette (Lameta, UMR CNRS, UM1,
Montpellier SupAgro, INRA)
* It is generally considered that the uses of ecosystems by the societies who live in
and from them generally determine useful possible protection and management
methods.
** Sociology and law have probably been the main ‘beneficiaries’ of this change.
Economy has been able to diversify its ‘service’ offer (experimental economy,
game theory, evaluation of non-monetary assets, etc.) and get closer to the other
disciplines (sociology, geography, etc.).
*** This refers to collaborations between biologists, sociologists and economists
in the framework of ongoing research on the functioning of aquatic ecosystems,
through which systems analysis conducted HSS have enabled to highlight facts
and/or to collect a number of data to which the natural sciences have no direct
access. At the same time, these sciences have been able to largely contribute to
the definition of realistic management scenarios that HSS could not invent alone.

Aquatic ecosystems

hether one considers them incidentally as
environments in interaction with other
environments, or as complex interfaces
between the latter (terrestrial ecosystems,
marine environments, anthropogenic systems, etc.), or the
focus of other issues, aquatic ecosystems sometimes play
very diverse and often essential roles in the regulation
of processes in the living world. They play the same role,
more or less at all scales, within the societies that manage
them. The challenges of their management, with a view to
their preservation and/or exploitation, are thus multiple
and concern many scientific disciplines, ranging from
so-called ‘nature’ sciences to ‘societal’ sciences. Some
activities, and the resource ‘supply’ associated with them,
depend highly on their state and are therefore vulnerable
to the degradation they undergo, so they are risk factors
for societies.
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Main teams
EA 2039 LASER/CEP
Laboratoire des sciences économiques
de Richter
(UM1)
26 scientists
Director: Jacques Percebois,
jpcb@univ-montp1.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 15 84 04

EA 3766 GESTER
Gestion des sociétés, des territoires
et des risques
(UM 3)
16 scientists
Director: Jean-Marie Miossec,
jean-marie.miossec@univ-montp3.fr
Correspondant for
the aquatic ecosystems file:
Jean-Pierre Doumenge, doumenge.jp@free.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 55 48

UMR 5112 CEPEL
Centre d’Études Politiques
de l’Europe Latine
(CNRS/UM1)
18 scientists (including 3 studying water)
Director: Hubert Peres,
cepel@univ-montp1.fr
Fax +33 (0)4 67 41 76 52

Aquatic ecosystems

UMR 5474 LAMETA
Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Économie
Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, UM1, Montpellier SupAgro, INRA)
6 scientists
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Director: Marc Willinger,
willinger@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
Fax : +33 (0)4 67 15 83 67
Correspondant for the aquatic ecosystems
file and Director of l’IFR 129: François Valette,
valette@lameta.univ-montp1.fr

...continued on page 52

Economy of aquatic
resources and
regulation systems
The Richter Laboratory of
Economics (LASER, UM1) carries
out research on the economy of
fisheries and aquaculture resources,
while also assessing governance
policies and systems on local and
international scales. The research
deals with the management of
natural resources, systems of
integrated management between
ecosystem users and institutional
systems likely to mobilise
stakeholders and encourage their
participation in decision and
collective management procedures.
The aim is to gain greater insight
into the dynamics of interactions
between production systems and
ecosystems to which they belong,
and to study regulation systems
for managing resources. These
latter systems include institutional
regulation systems and information
systems that provide support
for decision making and change
monitoring. The following are a few
examples of recent research themes:
! Analysis of interactions between
human societies and lagoon
ecosystems
! Analysis of regulation systems
and their governance (resource use
management policies).

! Analysis of the conditions
of implementation of policies
concerning integrated management
of coastal areas and sustainable
seaboard development.
! Assessment of environmental
risks by characterizing the processes
and their impacts in terms of ripple
effects such as the viewpoints of
exposed populations.
! Evaluation of viewpoints and
management policies concerning
coastal erosion.
! Coproduction of territorial
integrated management indicators
in support of territorial coherence
schemes (SCOT).
! Studies on stakeholders’ use
of the indicators, particularly in
initiatives to promote sustainable
development.
A wide collaboration network
has been set up with teams of
economists and researchers from
other disciplines to specifically
address ecosystem integrated
management issues. Closer
collaborations have been established
with IRD teams to deal with social
and development issues with
respect to knowledge economy
concerns, and with the Expertise
and Spatialization of Environmental
Knowledge service unit (US Espace)
concerning the information systems
approach. Finally, LASER is involved
in coordinating Theme 3 of IFR 129
concerning aquatic resource use.

Sewage plant at Mèze
along Thau lagoon (Hérault, France).
O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

The management of natural
areas and resources (water in
particular) has become, over the
last 15 years, a political science
research topic in France, especially
with the introduction of ‘public
policy analysis’ in the fields of
development, environment, real
estate and town planning, combined
with sustainable development
imperatives. In addition to the
increased power of international
sustainability standards weighing on
public initiatives, decentralization
and European integration are
two processes that facilitate
consideration of this factor,
especially through the concomitant
expansion of management systems
(Missions, SAGE, Natura 2000,
European WFD, etc.).
CEPEL (Centre for Studies on Latin
European Politics, UMR CNRS/UM1
5112) has been actively involved
since 1996 in the development of
research projects in this field from
several standpoints:
! Repositioning of organizations
and redefinition of professional roles
with respect to the management

of water as a natural resource, in
addition to the management of
lagoon environments and, more
broadly-speaking, of shores as an
intertidal area, i.e. an interface
between aquatic and terrestrial
environments.
! Development of new management
systems to break with ‘top-down’
public policy implementation
strategies, and which are innovative
in terms of promoting dialogue with
local communities and concerned
interest groups (e.g. fisheries
professionals).
! New forms of mediation to
arbitrate conflicts between various
groups of stakeholders.
! Implementation of new public
action strategies concerning
water management and seaboard
development.
! Implementation of an approach
to compare national European
situations, as well as European and
Latin American situations.
This includes aspects of know-how
transfers and local stakeholders’
adaptation of the systems to regional
conditions (e.g. implementation
of the European Water Framework
Directive in France, Spain, and
also in Brazil, Uruguay and
Argentina; transfer of the Integrated
Management of Coastal Areas to
Southern Europe and Chile).

This has given rise to a global
approach in terms of governance
of aquatic environments and
territorial management of public
policies, as and alternative to
traditional approaches favouring
national public policies and based
on sequential analysis of decisionmaking systems.
Several research initiatives have
been conducted (particularly
thesis studies) in the framework of
the SYSCOLAG regional program,
supported by the French Ministry
of Ecology and Sustainable
Development (MEDD), the
Ministry of Territorial Planning and
Environment (MATE) and Ifremer,
for instance:
! Management and use of the
natural resources in Thau Lagoon
(Ifremer/MEDD)
! Governance of the Mediterranean
seaboard area: PNEC (Ifremer/
CNRS/IRD)
! Concerted efforts and issues in
the management of seaboard areas:
Dialogue-Decision-Environment
program (INRA–MATE)
! Water management in the
Mediterranean area: forum, civil
society and learning, jointly
coordinated with UMR ESPACE
within the framework of the CNRS
Life, Environment and Societies
program. •••
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Management of the harbour of Genova, Italy
© J.-P. Doumenge

Other teams conducting
research on this theme
CRH
Centre de Recherche Halieutique
méditerranéenne et tropicale
(IRD, Ifremer, UM2)
52 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

EA 3678 IMAGES
Institut de Modélisation et d’Analyse
en Géo-Environnements et Santé
(UPVD)
20 scientists
Director: Catherine Goyet,
cgoyet@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 21 44

HMT
Laboratoire Ressources
Halieutiques Sète
(Ifremer)
14 scientists
Director: Gildas Le Corre,
gildas.le.corre@ifremer.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

LER/LR
Laboratoire Environnement Ressources
en Languedoc-Roussillon
(Ifremer)
25 scientists
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Director: Thierry Laugier,
Thierry.Laugier@ifremer.fr,
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 96
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UMR 5110 CEFREM
CEntre de Formation et de Recherche
sur l’Environnement Marin
(CNRS, UPVD)
9 scientists
Director: Serge Heussner,
heussner@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 66 20 96

...continued on page 54

Harbours, vital points for the
integrated management of coastal areas
On seashores, harbours are outstanding centres where humans, activities and capital are
concentrated.They thus represent a key factor in GIZC.Their analysis is linked to the aquatic
ecosystem theme with respect to three issues.
! How should intercontinental and local economic activities
be integrated in harbour city areas?
Harbours play a structuring role in organizing many maritime activities, often including small-scale
fishing, which are local activities and the businesses are fully involved in local networks, which
are not always profitable. Some harbours also serve as simple transit platforms for fisheries and
trade products. Public authorities thus have a major responsibility in determining the scope of
marine resource development via the choice of infrastructures (wharves, fish auction rooms,
equipment, etc.)
! How should conflicts between users be handled, and different activities
in the harbour area be integrated?
Harbour areas are limited, thus dictating the extent of its infrastructure development. Many
conflicts also occur, like those between traditional fishing functions and trade (wharves are their
major source of income), and recreational boating activities.The conditions whereby a working
society turns into a recreational society in a harbour area are at issue here. Public authorities
should arbitrate on these conditions, particularly for redeployment of old harbour docks.
! What sustainable development would be suitable for harbours
within the GIZC framework?
Harbours represent black spots of the seashore from an environment standpoint—the
seashore becomes artificial, the shoreline is changed and the sea is polluted. Harbour
authorities are striving to an increasing extent to integrate this parameter into their
management.The weight of national and EU union regulations, the necessity of commercial
economic gain, the certification/naming approval practices, established for businesses and the
‘environment-friendly’ labelling of harbours by various institutions (Ecoports, ISO 14001, Pavillon
Bleu, etc.) and the examination of their motivations clearly explains the choice of management
methods. But the harbour issue is still often not properly taken into account in traditional
development documents (PLU and SCOT), especially in the long run.
Contact: Valérie Lavaud-Letilleul, lavaud.letilleul@club-internet.fr

The research projects investigate
economic evaluation and modelling
issues. They also deal with questions
concerning negotiation and
coordination of public policies
on the environment and natural
resource management at various
scales, including international
negotiations. At this level, on account
of the lack of a legitimate central
authority, policy coordination and
streamlining result from betweencountry negotiation processes.
Various approaches (environment
economy, experimental economy,
game theory, integrated modelling,
etc.) are implemented that focus
specifically on the functional and
strategic coordination of policies,

Beyond the generic features of
environment and natural resource
related issues (lack of well-defined
property rights, market absence or
incompleteness, hard to control
natural dynamics, etc.) and the
basic issue of externality integration,
the present economic analysis of
environment policy issues has been
rekindled by the recognition that
these policies should be included
in existing sectorial systems, thus
curbing their scientific scope and
requiring often complicated and
expensive coordination.
The legitimacy of the regulation
policies depends on the ability of
involved parties: to take interests
and functions other than just the
productive function into account;
to mesh the various sectorial
policies; and to effectively manage
problems arising as a result of
skewed information and differences
in agents’ preferences. Naturally, this
internalization process concerns

Evaluation of ecosystem
value: an example
concerning Thau Lagoon
The total economic evaluation of a natural asset concerns its
use (direct, indirect because of the environmental services
produced by the goods, and optional for future uses) values and
non-use values (particularly heritage or existence for future
generations). As non-market values cannot be evaluated on the
basis of observed prices, evaluations should be based on other
specific approaches to obtain an overall evaluation of costs
and advantages (including non-market) linked to the various
‘functions’ of the involved asset.
Within the DITTY project, the LAMETA laboratory has tested
the application of new so-called ‘benefit transfer’ (‘metaanalysis’) methods to assess the value given to water quality
in Thau Lagoon. By this method, in order to evaluate the
economic value of an asset at a given site, a set of data can
be obtained by multiple contingent evaluations, which have
already been conducted for similar sites. In the case of Thau
Lagoon, evaluation results from about 50 studies involving
other wetlands were mobilized, and 31 of them were used

all sectorial policies (water, forests,
energy, transports, etc..) in addition
to the management of aquatic
ecosystems.
Several LAMETA researchers have
been involved in the EU DITTY
program (cf. Ch. 4). Research on
various economic issues is possible
in this framework:
! Analysis to assess stakeholders’
strategies concerning usage conflicts
through an original methodology
for simulation of issues involved
in negotiations between local
governments.
! Assessment by so-called valuation
transfer or meta-analysis methods of
the value allocated to water quality
in Thau Lagoon.
! Assessment, using an experimental
economy approach, of the impact
of the accessibility of information
derived from resource management
models.
! Use of a macroeconomic model to
simulate the economic functioning
of Thau catchment basin, and the
socioeconomic and environmental
impacts of various methods for
the management of corresponding
resources. •••

View of salterns, County
of Aigues Mortes (Hérault, France).
for the meta-analysis. The results could thus be compared
to the values that households would accept to pay for the
preservation of water quality of Thau Lagoon. These values had
been determined in an investigation (contingent evaluation)
conducted in 1997. Globally, the value of water quality ranged,
according to the methods, from €25 to 30 million (2005). This
value could be compared with the amount of public expenses
linked to sewage treatment (€28 M to €50 M).
Contacts: Jean-Marie Boisson, jean-marie.boisson@univ-montp1.fr
Geoffroy Enjolras, enjolras@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
François Valette, valette@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
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The Montpellier Laboratory of
Theoretical and Applied Economics
(LAMETA, UMR CNRS, UM1,
Montpellier SupAgro, INRA) focuses
key research on the economics
of natural resources and the
environment, thus targeting public
policies on sustainable development.

which are respectively sectorial
and environmental. The research
topics are mainly water, landscapes,
biodiversity, climate change and
sustainable development.
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Other teams conducting
research on this theme
UMR 5119 ECOLAG
Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
59 scientists

UMR 7621
Laboratoire d’Océanographie
Biologique de Banyuls
(CNRS, UPMC)
30 scientists

Experimental economy research
O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

Director: Marc Troussellier,
troussel@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 37 19

Director: Antoine Grémare,
gremare@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 88 73 95

UMR 5244
Biologie et Écologie
Tropicale et Méditerranéenne
(CNRS, EPHE,UPVD)
Director: André Théron,
théron@univ-perp.fr
Fax : +33 (0)4 68 66 22 81
‘Coral Reefs’ team coordinated
by René Galzin, galzin@univ-perp.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 50 36 86

32 scientists
UMS 2348 - École Interne EI38 UPMC
Observatoire océanologique
de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS/UPMC)
35 scientists
Director: Philippe Lebaron,
lebaron@obs-banyuls.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 68 88 16 99

UPR 20
Aquaculture et gestion
des ressources aquatiques
(CIRAD)
8 scientists + 6 thesis researchers
Director: Jérôme Lazard,
jerome.lazard@cirad.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 16 64 40

UR 109 Thetis
THons tropicaux et Écosystèmes
pélagiques : Taxies, Interactions
et Stratégies d’exploitation
(IRD)
19 scientists
Director: Francis Marsac,
marsac@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

UR 175 Caviar
Caractérisation et valorisation
de la diversité ichtyologique pour une
aquaculture raisonnée
(IRD)
14 scientists
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Director: Marc Legendre,
Marc.Legendre@mpl.ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 63 57 95
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US 007 Osiris
Observatoire et systèmes d’information
des pêches tropicales
(IRD)
12 scientists
Director: Pierre Chavance,
Pierre.Chavance@ird.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 99 57 32 95

Touristic town of La Grande Motte
near Montpellier (Hérault, France).
Within the EU DITTY project, an experimental economy investigation was conducted
to determine the extent to which decisions made by individual stakeholders on the
management of a renewable but limited resource (water stock) could be influenced by
information from a model simulating the management of this resource. This investigation
should get answers to questions such as: Would supplying prospective information on
the dynamics of a shared resource boost the awareness of stakeholders on interactions
between their behaviours (management micro-decisions simulated by virtual purchases)
and those of others? Can access to a simulation tool reduce the risks of overexploitation
of this resource? Does it make resource exploitation more efficient, or even optimal? Etc.
Another research program funded by PNEC is based on a similar approach with the aim
of comparing various methods for the management of coastal aquifers.In both cases,
experimental economy studies enabled researchers to reproduce, in the laboratory,
stylized economic situations based on simplified exploitation models, which clearly
reflected the main features, from a game theory perspective, of the tested problem.
Contacts: Marc Willinger, willinger@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
Jérémy Celse, celse@ lameta.univ-montp1.fr

Assessment of the cost of closing
the thau lagoon for bacteriology reasons
In the frame of the Ditty project, the laser lab had screened the economic risks
related with the water quality of the Thau lagoon, i.e., mass bacteria contamination
entailing in the closing of sale of mollusc from this area. The analysis is done through a
water circulation model using data from a frame of square mesh of 100 m long. Main
parameters are types of wind and sale opportunity periods (summer, Christmas, rest
of the year). The estimation of the production and its value takes into account the
productivity of the different zones (4 classes), the species (oyster or mussel) and the
sale price according to markets which are linked with the size of the farms (3 types).
This model allows to calculate the economic cost of closing the lagoon as a function
of the main winds and the period in the year. This cost is a part of the real cost which
encompasses costs related with the image of the product, the potential losses of sale
notably when the closing is long lasting or near the sale peak of the end of the year.
Contacts: Hélène Rey-Valette, helene.rey-valette@univ-montp1.fr
Syndhia Mathé, syndhia.mathe@univ-montp1.fr

In recent years, the importance of
the territorial dimension of aquatic
ecosystem management has increased
through the notion of integrated
management of coastal areas (GIZC).
This concept was politically validated
on the EU level by Recommendation
2002/413/CE of the European
Parliament and Council on 30
May 2002, before being adopted in
France and it represents, de facto,
a territorial initiative. It has thus
been readily taken up as a focus of
research conducted by geographers
and coastal planners on coastal and
marine environments.
It is all the more essential since
in 2050, it is likely that 70% of the
world population will be living in
coastal areas, usually in urban areas
with millions of inhabitants. Issues
concerning coastal and marine areas
are therefore crucial in terms of
territorial governance.

In developed countries, the trend
towards ‘living easy along the seaside’
is a vector of mass increases in
human activities in coastal areas:
Because seaside holidays remain
the dominant form of ‘leisure time’
in developed countries, living along
the seaside has become a synonym
of ‘high quality living’, prompting a
powerful drive to find homes near
the coast, especially young couples
and retired people. This trend leads
to a steady rise in large coastal urban
areas integrating a harbour city and
suburbs. These suburbs fringe the
coastline or sheltered bodies of water
(such as Thau Lagoon). However, the
shore is fragile, like any ‘interface’.
The precautionary principle therefore
has to be taken into consideration
to enable the development systemic
plans concerning the function of
coastal areas to meet three landuse
challenges:
! To find a substantial number of
activities of high added value and that
generate income to meet the needs of
a booming population.
! To reconcile the service and public
infrastructure needs of permanent
residents with the recreational
expectations of passing tourists.

Contribution of social
sciences in the National
Coastal Environment
Program (PNEC)

! To control erosion along shorelines
affected by urban expansion, while
also managing the impact of human
pressure on the quality of beaches
and lagoons.
This approach requires a solid
reference framework to be able to
undertake GIZC. It is therefore
necessary to work through
‘intermunicipal links’, or even
‘interregion links’, as in France, via
‘communities of urban areas’ and
‘community of villages’ in order to deal
with ‘coastal margin-hinterland’
relationships through SCOT (Concerted
Territorial Planning Scheme).
The key objective of the Society,
Territory and Risk Management
host team (EA GESTER, UM3) is to
conduct analyses to diagnose possible
territorial misfunctions using spatial
and cartographic analysis tools to
enable linkage of heavy and complex
databases (GIS, etc.).
This approach facilitates initiatives
of human communities in their
environment, with the aim of
renewing ideas concerning collective
development management methods
and of enhancing the cohesion of
territories in environments. •••
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the management of these pressures and
also the vulnerability of populations
and activities in connection with
the lagoon environment.
(2) Functional analysis of the
socioeconomic system of
the lagoon-catchment basin
area. This highlights key
factors in the behaviour of
stakeholders, the structure
In order to assess interactions between human
of their social networks and
Oyster collecting work
societies and Thau Lagoon, the LASER laboratory
enables researchers to identify
has developed multidisciplinary indicators with a
on the Thau lagoon
the functioning principles and
participative multicriteria approach. This type of method
(Hérault, France)
hierarchic levels of organization of the
reconciles the different expectations concerning indicators:
‘Thau Basin’ system in order to draw up
researchers suggest indicators they consider important (and
prospective scenarios.
they can compute these indicators); decisionmakers want to
(3) Then the actual development of the indicators: this is
have synthesis indicators; users (shellfish farmers or tourists
carried out in two steps, corresponding to the two coconcerned by water quality) would also like to be informed
construction principles for these indicators: (i) the identification
by indicators, whose prime qualities are to clarify and facilitate
by researchers of a panel of sustainable development indicators
interpretation.
as a function of the issues in the area and the results of the
functional analysis of Thau Basin; (ii) the selection, within an
This approach involves three phases:
action research framework, in collaboration with the Joint
(1) The development of a reference situation from a statistical
Thau Basin Union (SMBT) and CEPRALMAR, of a limited
study of the area, which conveys the forms of economic use,
number of indicators, which are then classified, through a
the developments and landuse, including conflicts generated,
participative multicriteria approach, so as to be both relevant
and the assessment of practices linked to recreational uses. The
and appropriated by all stakeholders.
aim is to assess the anthropogenic pressures and responses
obtained through regulation systems within the framework of
Contact: Hélène Rey-Valette, helene.rey-valette@univ-montp1.fr
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Seaboard and
maritime landuse and
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Modelling the economy of a territory to evaluate
the socioeconomic and environmental impacts
of various management scenarios
A macroeconomic model was developed to represent the
economic functioning of a territory which includes Thau Lagoon
and all communes located around the lagoon, thus all catchment
basins supplying fresh water for this lagoon and areas which
separate it from the sea. The suggested description (model
of attached productions) enables, on the basis of detailed
information on the production and consumption of goods
and services by major activities, researchers to assess various
strategies concerning equipment (technologies), development
(infrastructures) and/or management (functioning) that could
be possible for this territory, in order to determine the main
challenges to strategies that could facilitate integration of various
selections on all of these levels*.
* This modelling relies mainly on an original combination between a TES : I/O matrix of exchanges
(intermediate cons&prods in the area of the study) and the data base of the MEPP model that
allows the introduction or segmentation of activities.

Goods and services

ACTIVITIES

Detail
of coastal
activities

Matrix of
exchanges
(intermediate
cons & prods)

Technologies,
equipment,
projects

“Environmental” technical coefficients
(pollutions, waste…)

Results

“Social” technical coefficients
(employment)

(potential data for simulation models)

Basic indicators
(GDP, population, landuse,
exchanges, employment…)

Aquatic ecosystems

Contact: François Valette,
valette@lameta.univ-montp1.fr

Specific data of the model’s application (collected or calculated)

Data from national accounting
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This model (MEPP-Thau) can be used to simulate the
implementation of various resource management options with a
high environmental impact, and to conduct evaluations of various
current or planned public sustainable development policies applied
on local and regional levels. The model has first considered for
territorial prospective analysis by simulating, through a few socalled ‘global’ scenarios, various major changes in the technical,
sociological, and/or local economic structures. More ‘specialized’
scenarios were also considered to simulate priority changes
within local policies which tended, for instance, to favour tourism
development, employment creation or conservation, and/or
environmental quality, or water quality in the lagoon, etc. This
provided detailed descriptions on the impacts of a broad variety
of decisions.

Specific indicators
of impact on the
sustainable development
of coastal areas

General structure of the macroeconomic model
I/O matrix: table of the exchanges (inputs & outputs) between activities
TAP: projects in progress or planned in the construction of the scenarios.

Surplus

View of artificial marina along
the coast of Languedoc (France).

Its activity is focused on three
major topics, particularly in the
field of coastal and maritime
research in temperate and tropical
environments:

mainly on territorial changes in
Southern and Middle Europe. In
parallel, collaborations are under
way for research on the ‘other South’,
particularly Latin America.

! Knowledge on the risks of exposure
to natural risks for all production
facilities or housing located along the
seaboard.
! Analysis of urban expansion
processes on the seaboard and
underlying pollution risks linked to
the extension of human activities.
! Streamlining usages and
adaptation of developments to fragile
environments like the seaboard in
order to establish a balance between
anthropogenic and natural areas.

Three main topics reflect the
consistency of the unit’s overall
current or planned research:
! To analyse forms and trajectories
of territories as sociospatial systems.
! To regulate and develop
biophysical environments and
socioeconomic and cultural
areas with a view to sustainable
development of the territories.
! To qualify a territory by integrating
the issue of product and territorial
quality, labelling and socioeconomic
processes that mediate the
qualification of living spaces.

‘Integrated management of coastal
areas’ (GIZC) is the common thread
linking these three topics, which
includes aquaculture under its
various forms, artificial reefs, along
with harbour infrastructures and
urbanisation (particularly tourismoriented). Maritime areas studied
by GESTER include Mediterranean
coasts, oceanic islands (West Indies,
Mascarene Islands, Comoros Islands,
Insulinde, Pacific Islands, including
French overseas territories), and the
eastern coast of Japan.
The Territorial Changes in Europe
joint research unit (UMR 5045;
CNRS–UM 3) conducts research

GIZC is a key component in this
research system. The impact of
harbour, residential and recreational
infrastructures along the seaboard
is analysed from a landscape and
territorial governance modification
standpoint. This includes a critical
analysis of uses and regional usage
conflicts.
Several research projects have been
carried out in this field:
! On harbours, as facilities
structuring activities concerning the
exploitation and development of
aquatic resources, at the interface

between maritime activity areas and
the product distribution area.
! On the carrying capacity of the
seaboard in terms of recreational
activities: a thesis is under way,
within the framework of the
SYSCOLAG regional program, on the
‘recreational activities, their landuse,
the number of people involved and
their impacts on the LanguedocRoussillon seaboard”.
! On the question of conflictual
processes between stakeholders
involved along the seaboard, their
resolution and contribution to the
emergence of new forms of GIZC
(thesis defended in 2006 on ‘usage
conflicts linked to the environment
on the Languedoc-Roussillon
seaboard’).
! On aspects of the qualification of
products and territories: research
on questions on quality issues
concerning typical products relative
to terrestrial or maritime territorial
resources, the role of stakeholders in
the construction of qualification, the
representation of products through
the question of awareness on the
territorial origin and analysis of the
polysemic concept of terroir, which is
applicable to aquatic terroirs. !

Aquatic ecosystems
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Topics covered
by research teams
(January 2007)

esearch units and teams
are mentioned on the
following chart in order of
appearance in this document.

R

1. Biodiversity and functioning of
aquatic ecosystems
2. Fisheries: diagnosis and
management support
3. Aquaculture: stakes and changes

4. Resource quality and
biomonitoring
5. Economic stakes, development,
public policies and governance
tools

Teams
IFR 129 Écosystèmes aquatiques - Armand Sabatier
(Cemagref, CIRAD, CNRS, Ifremer, IRD, UM1, UM2)
François Valette

1

2

3

4

5

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BOME Département de biologie des organismes marins exploités
(Ifremer)
Évelyne Bachère
EA 3766 GESTER Gestion des sociétés, des territoires et des risques
(UM3)
Jean-Marie Miossec

•

UMR 5112 CEPEL Centre d’Études Politiques de l’Europe Latine
(CNRS/UM1)
Hubert Peres

•

CRH Centre de Recherche Halieutique méditerranéenne et tropicale
(IRD, Ifremer, UM2)
Philippe Cury

•

•

•
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EA 2039 LASER/CEP Laboratoire des sciences économiques de Richter / Centre d’Étude et de Projets
(UM1)
Jacques Percebois
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•

EA 3678 IMAGES Institut de Modélisation et d’Analyse en Géo-Environnements et Santé
(UPVD)
Philippe Cury

•

LER/LR Laboratoire Environnement Ressources en Languedoc-Roussillon
(Ifremer)
Thierry Laugier

•

HMT Laboratoire Ressources Halieutiques Sète
(Ifremer)
Gildas Le Corre

•

UMS 2348 École interne EI38 UPMC Observatoire océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, UPMC)
Philippe Lebaron

•

UMR 5110 CEFREM Centre de Formation et de Recherche sur l’Environnement Marin
(UPVD, CNRS)
Serge Heussner

•

UMR 5119 ECOLAG Écosystèmes Lagunaires
(UM2, CNRS, Ifremer)
Marc Troussellier

•

UMR BI ISEM
(UM2/CNRS)
Jean-Christophe Auffray
Département Biologie Intégrative
François Bonhomme

•

•

•
•

•

•

UMR 7628 Modèles marins en biologie cellulaire et évolutive
(CNRS, UPMC)
Gilles Bœuf

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

UMR 5474 LAMETA Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Economie Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, UM1, Montpellier SupAgro, INRA)
Marc Willinger/François Valette
UMR 7621 Laboratoire d’Océanographie Biologique de Banyuls
(CNRS, UPMC)
Antoine Grémare

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Teams

1

UMR 5244 - Biologie et Écologie Tropicale et Méditerranéenne
(CNRS, EPHE, UPVD)
André Théron
‘Coral Reefs’ team
René Galzin

2

3

4

•

5

•

UMR HydroSciences
(CNRS, IRD, UM1, UM2)
Éric Servat

•

UPR 20 Aquaculture et Valorisation des ressources aquatiques »
(CIRAD)
Jérôme Lazard

•

UR 070 RAP Réponses adaptatives des populations et des peuplements de poissons aux pressions de l’environnement
(IRD)
Raymond Lae

•

•

UR 097 ECO-UP Interactions et dynamiques spatiales des ressources renouvelables
dans les écosystèmes d’upwelling
(IRD)
Pierre Fréon

•

•

UR 109 THÉTIS Thons tropicaux et écosystèmes pélagiques : taxies, interactions et stratégies d’exploitation
(IRD)
Francis Marsac

•

•

UR 167 CYROCO Cyanobactéries des milieux aquatiques tropicaux peu profonds : rôles et contrôles
(IRD)
Robert Arfi

•

•

UR 175 Caviar Caractérisation et valorisation de la diversité ichtyologique pour une aquaculture raisonnée
(IRD)
Marc Legendre

•

•

US 007 OSIRIS Observatoire et systèmes d’information des pêches tropicales
(IRD)
Pierre Chavance

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

IFR 129

IFR 129 was created in 2003 for a 4 year period (Director: M.
Troussellier) with the aim of promoting synergy in the works of
Montpellier institutions of research and higher education. The
activities are mainly focused on the study of aquatic environments
and their living resources, at various scales, from communities to
ecosystems, and at various human impact levels, in natural and
artificial systems.
The main scientific objectives are to contribute to:
! Observing and understanding mechanisms underlying
the impact of human-induced disruptions and forcing on
ecosystem functioning, in order to determine the threshold
disruption level beyond which these systems would no longer be
able to ensure most of the expected ‘services’ (contribution to the
balance of biogeochemical cycles, stable resource production, natural
wastewater treatment, etc.).
! Understanding the role of biodiversity (plant, animal,
microbial) on the stability of involved ecosystems (resistance and
resilience).
! Analysing, in different fluctuating environmental
conditions, changes in the structure/function relationship
of observed communities. Differentiating the mechanisms of
response to disruptions which are shared by all systems from
those that are ‘system-dependant’, through comparisons of various
situations studied by IFR partners: temperate vs tropical, natural vs
artificial, etc.
! Developing and extending cooperations between
researchers of so-called ‘hard’ environment sciences and
those of so-called ‘background sciences’. This objective, which
was already successfully pursued during IFRs first mandate, will be
maintained after its renewal. This collaboration will develop synergies
between the ‘scientific’ and ‘society’ approaches by associating new
stakeholders.

IFR 129 was renewed in 2007, while maintaining the main
research focuses. The new project will promote increases
interactions between IFR and other potential partners on
environment and sustainable development issues at the regional
level, regardless of whether they are scientists or representatives
of other stakeholders (businesses, local governments, etc.).
Interdisciplinary initiatives will also be strengthened.
IFR 29 includes the following 15 research units:
! Lagoon Ecosystems: Biological Organization
and Functioning (UM2/CNRS/Ifremer)
! Montpellier Laboratory of Theoretical
and Applied Economy (UM1)
! Richter Economics Laboratory/Centre
of Studies and Projects (UM1)
! Observatories and Information Systems
for Tropical Fisheries (IRD)
! Structuring and Functioning of Exploited Upwelling
Ecosystems (IRD)
! Tropical Tuna and Pelagic Ecosystems: taxies, interactions,
exploitation strategies (IRD)
! Adaptative Responses of Fish
to Environmental Pressures (IRD)
! Characterization and Development of Added Value
to Fish Diversity for Rational Aquaculture (IRD)
! Cyanobacteriae of Tropical Shallow Aquatic Environments.
Function and Control (IRD)
! Fisheries Resources (Ifremer)
! Environmental Resources Laboratory
of Languedoc-Roussillon (Ifremer)
! Biology of Fished Marine Species Laboratory (Ifremer)
! Hydrobiology research unit (Aix-en-Provence), Lake
Ecosystems team, Montpellier (Cemagref)
! Aquaculture and Aquatic Resource Management (CIRAD)
! Institute of Evolutionary Science in Montpellier (UM2/CNRS)
Director: François Valette, valette@lameta.univ-montp1.fr
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Main photo: in 2004, researchers from IRD in French Guyana met local
people notably in three indian villages : Régina, Cacao and Roura
Study of growth and reproduction of the Nile perch
in a farm of Mée (Ivory Coast)

Agropolis International
training and education
in the field of aquatic ecosystems
gropolis International
proposes a complete
training-education
programme delivered through its
member institutions, universities
and schools of engineers (as well
as vocational training institutions).
The training-education programme

A

comprises more than 80 “diploma
courses” (from Bac +2 to Bac +8:
technician, engineering degree,
master, PhD), as well as vocational
training modules (existing or
elaborated on request). The tables
below detail the training-education
courses related to this domain.

They specify the levels of the
diplomas, a description of the
trainings and the institutions where
the training is delivered.

Training-education programme
level

degree

title

institution

Bac +2

DU

Technician specialized in aquaculture

UM2- CREUFOP

Bac +4

DESTA

Operational executive in management of aquaculture business
and associated activities

CNAM, UM2

DU

Project leader in aquaculture

UM2 - CREUFOP

Sciences and technologies – Category ‘Mediterranean Environments
and Sustainable Development’

UPVD

Sciences and technologies –Category ‘Sciences
of the Universe, environment, ecology – Specialization ‘Marine
environment oceanography’

UPMC / Observatoire
Biologique de Banyuls
UM2

Master Pro
Fessionnal
(MSc with
professional
scope)

Sciences and technologies – Category Biology, Geosciences,
Agroresources, Environment Specialization ‘Aquatic bio-resources
in Mediterranean and tropical environment’
Sciences and technologies – Category ‘Mediterranean Environments
and Sustainable Development’

UPVD

Sciences and technologies – Category ‘Sciences of the Universe,
environment, ecology Specialization ‘Marine Oceanographic
environment’

UPMC / Observatoire
Biologique de Banyuls

Doctorat
(PhD)

Various institutions provide PhD education related to’Aquatic
Ecosystems’ theme (cf infra)

Master
Recherche
(MSc)

Bac +5

Bac +8

Aquatic ecosystems
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Training-education programmes
specialized in other themes
the main components of which deal with the ‘Aquatic Ecosystems’ theme
level

degree

title

institution

Biology

UM2

Bac +3

Licence
(BSc)

Earth and environmental sciences

UM2

Biology - Environment - Evolution

UPVD

Master
Research
(MSc)

Geosciences

UPVD

Sciences and technologies – Category Biology, Geosciences,
Agroresources, Environment – Specialization ‘Ecology, Biodiversity,
Evolution’, ‘Functioning of natural and cultivated ecosystems’ and
‘Earth, water, environment’

Montpellier SupAgro,
UM2

Earth and life sciences– Specialization ‘Environment and
Biodiversity Management’

EPHE

Sciences and technologies – Category Integrative Biology and
Physiology – Specialization ‘Comparative Biology and Physiology,
Adaptation to the Environment’

UPMC / Observatoire
Biologique de Banyuls

Law, political science – Category Environment-Risks or Sciences
and Technologies - Category Biology, Geosciences, Agroresources,
Environment or Human Sciences,
UM1, UM2, UM3
Territories and Societies - Category Spatial dynamics, Territorial and
Environmental Management - Specialization ‘Coastal and Maritime
Management’

Bac +5

Master
Professionnel
(MSc with
professional
scope)

Human Territories and Social Science – Category Spatial Dynamics,
Management of Territories and Environment – Specialization
‘Sustainable Tourism, Ecotourism’ and ‘Management of Disasters
and Natural Risks’

UM3

Human Sciences, Sciences of Territories and Societies
Category Territorial, Social and Urban Engineering – Specialization
‘Urban Territories’

UM3

Sciences and Technologies – Category Biology, Geosciences,
Agroresources, Environment - Specialization ‘Animal Production
in Hot Areas’

CIRAD, UM2

Agronomy and Agrofood –
Category ‘Animal Production in Hot Areas

CIRAD, Montpellier
SupAgro

Earth and Life Sciences - Specialization ‘Environment and
Biodiversity Management’

EPHE

Short training education programmes
Short training modules
institution
CIRAD
AgroParisTech ENGREF, CNED

Aquatic ecosystems
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title
Tropical aquaculture (2 weeks)
Official control of fisheries products (7 days)
Knowledge and management of wetlands (distance training)
BIOMA: Marine and terrestrial Mediterranean ecology (18 days)
BIOPROME: Biodiversity of primary producers in the Mediterranean Sea
(macrophytes, phytoplankton) (18 days)
From fly fishing to stream ecology: Aquatic invertebrates and their habitat (5 days)
Water Framework Directive: Benthic macroinvertebrates (5 days)

Montpellier SupAgro

Natural heritage in the management of rivers (5 days)
River reading: the stream, support for environmental education and awareness (5 days)
Water quality and river ecology (5 days)

PhD institutions working on the theme
of aquatic ecosystems and resources

A

PhD diploma is obtained
after 3 years of laboratory
research. PhD students are
de facto attached to a PhD institution
(École Doctorale, also called here
‘ED’)
PhD institutions (ED) host research
units and laboratories working on
major themes. Their mission is
twofold: 1) to ensure direct scientific
support for PhD students; 2) to
provide additional training such
as seminars, scientific conferences
and training modules throughout
the 3 years. The purpose of these
modules is to improve the scientific
education of the PhD students and
help them prepare their professional
future. One PhD school focuses on
the ‘Aquatic Ecosystems’ theme:

Contacts
ED ‘Integrated systems in biology,
agronomy, geosciences, hydrosciences
and environment’
(UM2,AgroParisTech-Engref,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1,
UPVD, University of Avignon)
Contact: Bernard Godelle, UM2,
Bernard.Godelle@univ-montp2.fr
Fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 46 46
ED BSIAE: www.sibaghe.univ-montp2.fr
ED TEE: www.dstu.univ-montp2.fr/ECOLEDOC/

ED ‘Integrated
systems in biology,
agronomy, geosciences,
hydrosciences and
environment’
This new ED is a PhD institution
of University of Montpellier 2, coaccredited with ENGREF, Montpellier
SupAgro, University of Montpellier 1,
University of Perpignan and
University of Avignon.
It is the result of the merging of
the previous ED, ‘Biology of the
integrated systems, agronomy,
environment’ (BSIAE) and ‘Earth,
Water, Space’ (TEE). It focuses
particularly on interactions and
integration in biological systems, in
the following domains:
! Integrative biology of plants
! Ecosystems
! Evolution, ecology, genetic
resources, paleontology
! Microbiology/parasitology
! Continental waters and society
! Geosciences.

Many of these fields concern
biological processes involved in
environmental issues: biodiversity,
sustainable development, global
changes.
This field of activity and the training
objectives has led to including
student training in the projects of this
ED, and interactions with other fields:
health biology, food engineering,
mathematics, social sciences, law
sciences, economy and management
sciences, geography.
This ED hosts about 100 new students
per year. !
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Oyster culture in the Prévost lagoon
(France, Languedoc-Roussillon).
O. Barbaroux © Ifremer

ADCP: Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
ADIOS: Atmospheric Deposition and Impact of pollutants, key
elements and nutrients on the Open Mediterranean Sea
AMHY: Alpine and Mediterranean Hydrology
ANR: National Research Agency
AQUAETREAT: Improvement and innovation of Aquaculture
Effluent TREATment technology
BIOMA: Marine and terrestrial Mediterranean ecology
BIOMEM: Bioanalysis and Membranes
BIOPROME: Biodiversity of primary producers in the
Mediterranean Sea
BDSI: Biophysic and Dynamic of Integrated Sytems
BOME: Biology of the Exploited Marine Organisms
BSIAE: Biology of the Integrated Systems, Agronomy,
Environment
Cable: Biogeochemical Characterization of the Marine
Environment
CAVIAR: Characterization and Development of Ichtyological
Diversity for Rational Aquaculture
CEFAS: Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture
Science
CEFREM: Marine Environment Training and Research
Centre
CEPEL: Centre for Studies on Latin European Politics
CEPRALMAR: Centre for Research and Promotion of
Lagoon and Maritime Activities in Roussillon
CERESCOR: Centre d’Études et de Recherches Scientifiques
de Conakry Rogbané, Guinée
CICTA: International Commision for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tunas
CIRAD: French Agricultural Research Centre for
International Development
CNED: Centre national d’enseignement à distance
CNRS: French Scientific Research Centre
CNSHB: Centre National des Sciences Halieutiques de
Boussoura, Guinée
CREUFOP: Service de formation professionnelle continue de
l’UM2
CRHMT: Mediterranean and Tropical Fisheries Research
Centre
CRISP: Coral Initiative in the South Pacific
CSIC-ICM: Consejo Superior d’Investigaciones cientificas
- Institut de Ciencès del Mar de Barcelona
CSIRO: European Laboratory Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation Division of Entomology
CTD: Conductivity, Temperature, Depth
CyRoCo: Cyanobacteria of Shallow Tropical Aquatic
Environments: Roles and Controls research unit
DESTA: Diplôme d’Études Supérieures des Techniques
Aquacoles
DIREN LR: Regional Environment Authority
DITTY: Development Technology Tools for the Management
of Southern European Lagoons
DOM: Dissolved organic matter

DYFAMED: Dynamics of Atmospheric Flows in the
Mediterranean
DU: Diplôme Universitaire
EA: Host Team/Équipe d’Accueil
EAF: Ecosystem approach to fisheries
ECOLAG: Lagoon Ecosystem
ECO-UP: Upwelling Ecosystems
ECOST: Ecosystems, Societies, Consilience, Precautionary
principle: development of an assessment method of the
societal cost for best fi shing practices and effi cient public
policies
ED: École Doctorale
ENSAR: National Higher Agronomic School of Rennes
ENSAT: École Nationale Supérieure Agronomique de
Toulouse
EPHE: École Pratique des Hautes Études
Espace: Expertise and Spatialization of Environmental
Knowledge
EVAD: Évaluation de la Durabilité de l’Aquaculture
EVO-DEVO: Evolution-development
FADIO: Fish Aggregating Devices as Instrumented
Observatories
FAO: Food & Agriculture Organisation
GAMET: Continental, Mediterranean and Tropical
Aquaculture Group
GDR: research group
GESTER: Society,Territory and Risk Management
GIS: Geographical Information Systems
GIZC: Integrated Management of Coastal Areas
GRRAS: Towards elimination of Growth Retardation in
marine Recirculation Aquaculture System for turbot
HERMES: Hotspot Ecosystem Research on the Margins of
the European Seas
HSS: Human and social sciences
HSM: HydroSciences Montpellier
ICRAM: Instituto Centrale per la Ricerca scientifica e
tecnologica Applicata al Mare
IEO: Instituto Espanol de oceanographia
IFR/FRI: Federative Research Institute
Ifremer: French Research Institute for Exploitation of the
Sea
IMAGES: Institute of Geoenvironmental and Health
Modelling and Analysis
IMMUNAQUA: Antimicrobial immune effectors in marine
invertebrates: characterization and application for
disease control in aquaculture
INRA: French National Institute for Agricultural Research
INRH: Institut National de la Recherche Halieutique, Maroc
INSTM: Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la
Mer, Tunisie
IRD: Institut de Recherche pour le Développement
ISEM: Institute of Evolutionary Sciences of Montpellier
ISTAM: Improving scientific and technical advices for
fisheries management
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Data collection on African
shrimp Penaeus Notialis
(Mauritania)
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IUEM: European Academic Institute of the Sea
LALR: Languedoc-Roussillon Aquaculture Laboratory
LAM: Aquaculture Laboratory of Martinique
LAMETA: Montpellier Laboratory of Theoretical and Applied
Economics
LASER-CEP: Richter Laboratory of Economics
LEFE-CYBER: Biochemical Cycles, Environment and
Resources
LEGEM: Marine Geoenvironment research laboratory
LER-LR: Environment-Resource Laboratory in LanguedocRoussillon
LOBB: Banyuls Laboratory of Biological Oceanography
MARBEF: Marine Biodiversity and Ecosystem Functioning
MATE: French Ministry of Territorial Planning and
Environment
MEDAR: Mediterranean Data Archaelogy and Rescue
MEDD: French Ministry of Ecology and Sustainable
Development
MEDICIS: MEDiterranean Contaminants Integrated Survey
MEDIMEER: Mediterranean Platform for Marine Ecosystem
Experimental Research
MEPP: Modèle d’economie physique et de prospective
MNHM: French Natural History Museum
ORME: Regional Mediterranean Observatory on
Environment
OSIRIS: Tropical Fisheries Observatory and Information
Systems
OSU: Universe Sciences Observatory
PEARl: Fish Farming in Recycled Lagoon Water
PNEC: National Coastal Environment Programme
PNRPE: Assessment of the Impact of Endocrine Disrupting
Substances on Aquatic Environments
POEM-L2R: Platform for observation of the Mediterranean
Languedoc-Roussillon Costal Environment
POM: Pollution of mining origin
PROOF: Biochemical Processes in the Ocean and Flows

RAP: Adaptive Responses of Fish Populations and
Communities to Environmental Pressures research unit
RCA: Research Center for Aquaculture
REMI: Réseau du contrôle Microbien
REMORA: REseau MOllusques des Rendements Aquacoles
REPAMO: REseau de PAthologies des MOllusques / Mollusc
pathology network
REPHY: REseau de surveillance du PHYtoplancton
RINBIO: Interregional Network on Biological Integrators
ROCCH: Réseau d’Observation de la Contamination
Chimique du milieu marin
SARI: Integral Recycling Aquaculture System
SCOT: Coproduction of territorial integrated management
indicators in support ot territorial coherence schemes
SESAME: Southern European Seas: Assessing and Modelling
the changes in Ecosystems
SFA: Seychelles Fishing Authority
SMBT: Joint Thau Basin Union
SMEL: Mediterranean Shore Environment Station
Syscolag: Coast and Lagoon Systems
SPICOSA: Science Policy Integration for Coastal System
Assessment
EWS: Earth, Water, Space
THETIS: Tropical Tuna, Environment, Fisheries and
Ecosystem Interactions
UM1: University of Montpellier 1
UM2: University of Montpellier 2
UM3: University of Montpellier 3
UMR: Joint research group
UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization
UNCLOS: United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
UPMC: Pierre et Marie Paris 6 University
UPR: Internal research unit
UPVD: University of Perpignan Via Domitia

This publication receives
support from the State
and the Languedoc-Roussillon Region.
Research units, member organisations
and partners of Agropolis International
involved in this Dossier
AgroParisTech/Engref
www.agroparistech.fr

Cemagref
www.cemagref.fr

CIRAD
www.cirad.fr

CNAM
www.cnam.agropolis.fr

CNRS
www.cnrs.fr

EPHE
www.ephe.sorbonne.fr

Ifremer
www.ifremer.fr

INRA
www.inra.fr

IRD
www.ird.fr

MNHN
www.mnhn.fr

Montpellier SupAgro
UM1
www.univ-montp1.fr

UM2
www.univ-montp2.fr

Partners

www.supagro.fr

UM3
www.univ-montp3.fr

UMPC
www.umpc.fr
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Université Perpignan via Domitia
www.univ-perp.fr
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